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Survey: Americans
split on living to 100

Greene wins No. 300;
Racers get win No. 900

See story on page 2

Kentucky scenery serving
as backdrop for movies

See story on page 6

-

See story on page 2 •
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News In Brief
Gasoline at lowest price in years
•

LOS ANGELES(AP)- Gasoline has dipped to its lowest price
in five years, and an industry analyst says the average price for
all grades of the fuel could dip another 21 cents to 94 cents a
gallon.
The cheapest grade of gasoline, leaded self-serve regular, hit
$1.624 last week for the first time since December 1979, when it
was $1.013, petroleum industry
Dan Lundberg said
Sunday.
"Gasoline pump prices dipped for the eighth consecutive week
since last October," Lundberg said. Prices at the pump dropped 5 cents a gallon over the past four
months, and at least a 2-cent drop in retail prices is a near cer- .
tainty by the end of January because that decrease has already
occurre-d in wholesale gas prices, he said.
Competition between__Inenaber _nationsof
Petresteum Exporting countries and Outsiders could palh crude
oil prices from $27 per barrel for high-grade crude to $20 a'barrel
and lower, according to Lundberg.
- A further drop of $2 a barrel in the spot market price for oil
Would exert a further.3 cent drop at retail levels, and as much as
a. cent decrease if the price does fall to $20 a barrel: he said.
Lundberg. who publishes the weekly Lundberg .Letter, bases
his analysis of pump prices.on visits by. contract reporters to
about 18.000 gas stations nationwide.

analyst
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Elsewhere...
IN.* The 448ociated Preas

WASHINGTON --L Secretary of State George P. Shultz and
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger are offering different
interpretations of the Geneva arms talks accord with Moscow,
suggesting continuing deep divisions in the Reagan administration over negotiating strategy.
WASHINGTON -- A House Democratic leader says President
Reagan's new budget is **dead before arriyal" on Capitol Hill and
that Democrats will wait to take action on deficit reduction until
Senate Republicans -and the president can agree.
.
WASHINGTON - Envisioning stacks of paperwork as high as
an elephant's •eye, farmers, shop owners, moonlighters and major corporations are demanding the Internal Revenue Service
weaken new regulations that require detailed record-keeping on
business use of motor vehicles.
SAN ANTONIO. Texas - The worst winter storm in a century
walloped southern Texas, diunping more than a foot of snow on
San Antonio and reducing travel to a virtuai standstill from El.
Paso in the far west to south -central College Station.
LEXINGTON.Ky. -- When children are missing, parents find
lots of people ready to help. Lately entrepreneurs offering ID
kits, invisible clothing labels and radio homing devices have
aroused concern. "It seems like everybody wants to make money
off the problem," said Kathy ,Fto_sendahl. The buiinessmen con- tend their services can get searches. started quickly, with a
greater chance of success.
WASHINGTON - Child abuse in middle-class, white families
is less likely to be reported to police or child welfare officials than
child abuse in low-income black or Hispanic families', according
_ „
to a new study.
- WASHINGTON - In a role resembling the cavalry of the Old
West.theU.S. Navy of the not-Ina:distant future may be called on
to protect America's newest frontier outposts: mining-rigs at sea.
WASHINGTON - It will take President Reagan less than a
minute to recite his oath of office, but his friends willfequire four
hard days and nights of dancing, drinking,feasting and backslapping to celebrate.
WASHINGTON
ServiCes, teach-ins, lectures, concerts, a.
parade, a march,and a symposium on poverty were among the
observances planned across the eountry in honor of the Rev. Martin Luther King's birthday on Tuesday_ The late civil rights
leader's birthday does not.become a- national holiday until next
year, but 25 states and 13 localities already have declared the day
▪ a legal holiday. -

New leadership reviewing
committee appointments
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) legislation through the lower
chairmanships include:
The shake-up of the.Kentucky
chamber.
- Clayton Little of Virgie,
House of Representatives'
Aasignments are to he anTraniportation.
power structure, which began. nounced Monday at the final
- Clay Crupper of Dry. Ridge,
will' the election of five new
meeting of House during •the
Agriculture and Srnall_Business.
leaders, will be complete with
General Assembly's organizaJames Bekr"ce of.
the appointment of committee ' tional session.
Hopkinsville, Banking and
chairmen.
Hut conversations with House
Insurance.
The leadership - Speaker
leaders and several represen- Sam Thomas of Lebanon,
Don Blandford of Philpot, Floor
tatives yielded a list of the frontBusiness Organizations and
Leadr Greg Si-umbo
-minara-for thairmanahips
,Prtdvastossr.___
------Prestonsburg, Speaker Pro Tern •
"The names you've got there
- Terry Mann of Newport,
Pete Worthington of Ewing, are being eonsidered along with
Energy.
Whip Kenny Rapier of Bardothers," Blandford said when
- Loui-s Johnson of
stown and Caucus Chairman ,k presented the list, which conOwensboro, Judiciary-Civil.
William Donnermeyer of
tamed seven holdover
Two other committee chairs
Bellevue
has been deciding
chairmen.
were opened by the defeat or
the makeup of the 15 _standing
Rep. Joe Clarke of Danville is
retirement of representative's.
committees this weekend.
- expected to remain chairman of
Those posts are likely to be
The chairmen won't be as visithe powerful Appropriations and
agtigned to some of the so-called
ble b.etween now and the start of
Revenue Committee. But his
"Young Turks" who threw their
--.1986 Legislature as the men who
authority could be diluted by
support to Blandford in Tuescaptured the key leadership
Stumbo's plan to spread respon- ' day's leadership election and
posts on Tuesday. But they will
sibility for the budget among all
are taking credit for his ouster
be prqminent in the next 60-day
committees.
session. controlling the flow of
Others expected to remain in
(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray's
Curd given
committee
position
State

Rep. Freed Curd,
been named a
member of the House Appropriations and ReVenue .
ConiTnittee.
Curd's appointtnent to the
panel, which - writes ,the state budget for consideration by the
full House. • came during the •
General Assembly's organizational session that concludes today. Curd said he was informed
- of the appointment Saturday
Curd was a Isoxe-appointed to
the House committees on education and transportation.
As a member of the Appropriations and Revenue Committee, Curd will have a hand in
shaping any tax increase proposals that may be considered
by the 1986 General Assembly
All tax proposals must originate
in the,House. he explained.
"Every bill that costs
anything has to be cleared
through that committee first::
Curd said.
_His seat on the education cornmittee will give Curd an active
role in reviewing any education
reform proposals that may be- submitted-6y Gay, Martha
Layne Collins
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MOVING IN TIME - Mayfield co-ed Thana McGary,a sophomore student at MSU,piles up her belongings as she moves back into Elizabeth Hall Sunday afternoon. McGary joined several thousand other
students as they returned to campus this past weekend to begin the spring semester.
_
Stan photo As kektn Bowden
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New IRS rule brings flood of complaints

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Envitax-payers now is.- the requiresioning stacks of papJrwork as
ment that they keep "adequate
high as an 'elephant's eye,
contemporaneous records" of
far'm'ers. shop owners,
every business use of a Vehicle
. Today in History,...
moonlighters and major cor- including boats, planes and
Today is Monday. Jan. 14. the 1+th day of 1985. There are 351
porations are demanding the Inmotorcycles - and of personal
days left in the year.
ternal
Revenue Service-weaken
computers for which some
Today's highlight in history: On Jan..14..1784. the United Statesnew regulations that require
business deduction is claimed.
ratified the peace treaty with EnglancMhat ended the Revoludetailed recordkeeping on
tionary
War.
The rules also demand cono
business use of motor vehicles. ;
- TodayT-•-**
s Birthdays:._ producer Hal
Sr. is 93. Humorist
temporaneous
records -for
The regulations, imposed on
Andy Rooney is 65. Actor-author Tom Tryon is 59. Georgia State
deductions for business use of a
'ordei-s
of
Congress,
are designed
Sen. Julian Bond-is 45. Actress FaYe Dithaway is 44. Actor Marjoe
home computer. In essence, the
to keep people from claiming a
• Gortner is 41.
• owner will have to keep a log of
business-related
tax deduction
Thought for Today: '14e who 'praises everybody_ praises
all computer use and claim a
. for a purely', personal expense,
nobody!"
Samuel Johnson.. Eliglish lexicographer-author.'
'deduction only for the-business
such
as a Ineasure trip in. a
critic t 1709-17841 "
portion.
business v:.'Wcie.
Another new law prohibits an
VI invite you to ride in a oneemployee from 'deducting a
ton pickup all day and see how
home computer unless the
much pleasore you deriVe from
One Section -12 Pages
It," Adkins Farms Inc. of, equipment is used for the
Classifieds
10. 11
elnployer's convenience and is
Chandlerville, 111., said in a letComics
10
required as a condition of
Crosswords
ter to the IRS:
10
employment. Deduction's are
Dear Abby
But business deductions have
10
limited for self-employed people
Horoscope
never been allowed for personal
8
whose home computers are used
expenditures. What is upsetting
Murray Today
4,.5
Obituaries
12
PerSpective
3
Rainey's Day •
5
Royko Says
3
Sports--.--- ..
6, 7
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less than half the time for
business.
In the past, a person Whose expense records were incomplete
could use other evidence to support deductions. But no_more. If
you claim a deduction that is not
supported by contemporaneous
records you lose the deduction
and face a 5-percent negligence
penalty as well. A 50-percent
'fraud penalty is Possible.
The regulations do not define
"contemporaneous" except to
say that an entry "shall be made
at or near to the time the listed
property is actually used." But
clearly, they prohibit creation of
a log a.month after expenses are
incurred.
Some people have their own
Ideas of "contemporaneous."
"If my . cattle were in the
neighbor's field. he _would not
appreciate, roe taking five
minutes to file a record of the

trip while the cattle destroy
• some of his crops." wrote James
Langley. president of the
.Malheur,_ Ore.. County. Farm
Bureau. "If I'm doing some field
burning and it threatens My
neighbor's property. I must
stop, get my- record book, write
down the
-date, time, mileage
and the reason for the.trip while • the Ldestruction continues."
From R.O. Mayes &
on
Wholesale Grain Co
Petersburg. Va.. "Of -all th'e
bookkeeping we have to do for
the federal goverment. this is
the most riclicillous.The rules were publistted_in
the Federal Register last Oct. 24
and became effective on Jan 1
The IRS announced.them. in the
instructions accompanying the
tax forms that were mailed out
over the December 'holidays.
But apparently many taxpayers
have not heard the message
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of ThP Murray Ledgor &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by.3.30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to call 733-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m.. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or,
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. 09fice Hours - 0
p.m. Monday 'thru Friday,
m.-12 p.m. Saturday

Tonight will be cloudy with
a few flurries. Cold weather is
expected with a low around
10. Northwest wind will be 5 to
15 mph. Tuesday will be part:
ly sunny and cold with a high
in the lower to mid • 20s "
Variable wind wiJI be 5 to 15
mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentueky Lake
354.5
Barkley Lake'
'• 354.5

Computer whiz cracks sex offender's code
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Peter Leppik, a •15-year-old
hacker who helped police crack
a sex offender's electronic
diary, says he's agreed to study
50 software discs belonging to a
man pollee say sexually abused
young boys and 'described the
acts in a cbmpider
Police said it took Leppik less
than-an hot:- Saturday to bypass
a 37-year-old Computer programmer's secret computer

code that had baffled authorities
for a month, resulting in the
suspect's arrest.
Police turned to Leppik for
help because they had been asked to Investigate his software entry,into the computer files of a
local bank. He said Sunday the',
breach of 'the bank's files waS
accidental.
On Saturday, Bob Huber, the
police department's computer _
coordinator arranged for Lep_

pik to use a comuter at an elecOnce -inside the files, I.eppik
tronics store to try his hand at . described what he saw as "kind
cracking the code.
of shocking" but would not
"I took about half an hour getelaborate.
_
ting used to the operating * He said he was able to bypasS
system," Leppik said. "After
the password by using a Prothat if took me 15 minutes to
gram different from the one the
figure out how to bypass the
alleged abuser - used to record
pass words. I figUred out how,to - the information: The "second procovert the files., which is a tite,
.: gram - designed to ttranslate
consuming process.
•
data from one edition of softAl printed out a few-that look.
ed suspicious..." .
(Cont'd
page :.'0
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Survey: Americans are evenly divided on living to 100
By LAWRENCE KILMA.N
Associated Press Writer •
NEW YORK (Ay) Americans are about evenly
divided on whether they want to
live to age 100, but a majority do
not believe the nation's elderly
are treated with respect, a
Media General-Associated
Press survey say'r."

for most infirm elderly.
Americans to live with their
children. 33 percent believe a
nursing home is better, and 23
percent weren't sure.
-Only 30 percent of the
respondents not already retired
believe there will be enough
money in the Social Security
system to pay them benefits
when they retire. Sixty. percent
believe there will not be enough
money, and 10 percent Weren't
sure. _
-

A majority of those polled also
said teople afe never too old to
have sex.
Those.were among the findings when 1,476 U.S. adults
were questioned about their attitudes on issues concerning the
elderly.-The poll also said:

-President Reagan's•second
term will be good for the elderly
in the opinion of 42 percent of the
respondents, while 30 percent
said it will be bad and 28 percent
weren't sure.

-Seven in 10 Americans
disapprove of a mandatory
retirement age.
-Seven in 10 want to avoid living.tn a home for the aged when
they. get older, and six. in 10
believe they will succeed. Fortyfour percent believe it is better

When asked, "would you like
to live to..be 100 years old, or
not?" 49 percent said they Would
Like to live that long, 45 percentsaid they would not, and 6 percent didn't know or kdidn't

answer.
The reirpondents th the-Mettla
Older people were more likely
General-AP poll were also askto say they didn't want to live to
ed, "At what age;lf any, do you
be 100.than were young people.
think people should stop having
and, women were more likely
sex?" Sixty-four percent said
than men to say they didn't want
never, 10 percent said after 70, 2
to live that long.
percent said 60 to 69, 2 percent
Doctors and psychologists
said under 60, and 22 percent
who study old.age say fears,of
didn't know or didn't answer.
physical disabilities, financial
Seventy percent disapproved
problerVis, loss of independence
of mandatory retirement ages.
and mental illness are among
Among the 25 percent who apthe reasons people are scared of
proved, the majority said 65 to
growing old.
70 should be the mandatory
"There has been an excessive
retirement age.
sensitization in people's minds
that extended chronological age
Fifty-two percent of the
carries with it increased
respondents said they did not
chances of serious illness," said believe America's elderly were
Powell Lawton, director of generally treated with respect,
research at the Philadelphia 42 percent said they were
Geriatrics Center. At age 85. treated with respect, and 6 per"you have an equal chance-of cent didn't answer or
didn't
being disabled or .not being know. But 91 percent said their
disabled. But despite the il- own families treated their older
lnesses, the majority of people family members with respect.
find that it is tolerable."
The old and the young had dff-

-Tering opinions on several questions in the Media General-AP
poll. When asked if America's
elderly were generally treated
with respect, 58 percent of those
over 65 said yes, while 64 percent of those 18 to 34 said no.
The older respondents and
younger respondents also.
diverged on the nursing home
question. Only three in 10
respondents in the oldest age
group said it was better for infirm elderly Americans to live
with their children. Among the
youngest respondents, six in 10
said it was better for the elderly
to live with their children.
Respondents in the Media
General-Associated Press poll
included a random, scientific
sampling of 1,476 adults across
the country Nov. 12-19, 1984. As
with all sanniile surveys, the
results of Media General-AP
telephone polls can Vary from
the opinions of all Americans

because of chance variation in
tffe sample._
For a poll based on about 1,400
interviews, the results are subject to an error margin of 3
percentage points either way
because of chance variations in
the sample. That is, if one could
have questioned all Americans
with telephones, there is only 1
&ranee in 20 that the findings
would vary from the results of
polls such al lhis one by. more
than 3 percentage points.
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Media General, Inc., a communications company bases in
Richmond, Va., publishes the
Richmond Times-Dispatch and
the Richmond News Leader; the
Tampa (Fla.) Tribune, and the
Winston-Salem Journal and the
Winston-Salem Sentinel in North
Carolina, The company's television stations are WXEL in Tampa, WCBD in Charleston, S.C.,
and WJKS in Jacksonville, Fla.

From Paducah to Lexington and Fort Campbell

Kentucky scenery serving as backdrop for more movies
Adventures of. Huckleberry
.s B3f DAVID NicCORMICK
Hollywood Reporter who
bit jaded about having film
Finn." "Sylvester" and "Sweet
Associated Press Writer
prepared a series of, erticles on
crews around," she said. "Here,
Dreams."
From the thoroughbred farms
the state for a recent edition of' it's still a lot of fun for the local
All but "River Rat,"
around Lexington to the bar- a story of
the film)ndustry -journal.
population."
a boatman and his daughter that
racks of Fort Campbell. KenMoore, a native of Bowling
She said producers were imstarred Tommy Lee Jones, are
tucky scenery is serving as the
Green, credited the state's Film
backdrop for an .',.incree.sing
still in ,production. "River Rat"
Office with luring many of the • pressed-, for'example, when a
----number of-Hoblywooctrriovies-.-- - -premiered last --September in
producers who have filmed iii - group-of area-women hrouiNfii
covered-dish lunch one day for
- , Four feature; films have been
Paducah: where the production
Kentucky.
shot in the state within the past
crew stayed while filming along
The agency was created in the crew and cast of
year. That makes the com- - the Ohio River.
1976 as an arm of the Commerce "Huckleberry Finn."
•
monwealth one of the more suc"The Adventures of
Cabinet to attract movie
"Everybody couldn't have
cessful states at luring producHuckleberry Finn" was filmed
business to the state. Ms. been nicer,from the governor on
along the river in northern-Kention crew§ away_ from the inDollase said the effort involves down,- said Howard Koch, a
tucky'near
telling film producers what producer who is working with
dustry centers of California and
New York.-- said B.J. Dollase.
"Sylvester," the story of a girl
types of locations are available, ABC on a proposed television
• director of the Kentucky Film
trying to be a champion horse
and acting as a liaison between drama set in the state.
• Office.
rider, was filmed among the', producers and local officials,
Tentatively Called "Kenbreeding farms around-. "What really decides where a tucky," the series would
:'There are only about 30 or 40
be a
ik(eature films made in the U.S.
Lexingtan.
film is going to be shot is how
historical series following the
• every .year, and of those pro"Sweet Dreams," in which
much participation you can'get
Jessica Lange portrays the life
bably three-quarters require a
from local officials," Moore
of famed country music singer
specific location-," she said. "So
said. "Things like how willing
you- get down to only a small - Patsy Cline, was filmed in part
the mayor is to take down the
_number --that---can -ha-v-e---an _ _ _ among the_ _Ar_thy. barracks at streetlightsfar-awhile,how willFort Campbell.
Anywhere U.S.A look."
ing the local unions are to work
The locations. illustrate the
The last regular scheduled airFilm and television producers.
with the crews, how willing peocured sale will be January 18th in
variety of scenery that can be . pie are to bend the rules."
spent .. about..$6, million on locaMurray and Mayfield. There will
tion filming"in Kentucky last
found in Kentucky.
Hospitality is one of the things
be a clean-up sale held in Murray
',If_you're looking foranything._ M& Dollase said she can "sell"
year. she said. an.increase of 25. _
and Mayfield January 25th. This
except ocean 'and palm trees,
percept over 1983.
best to film producers.
will be the last time price support
you can find it in Kentucky,"
Recent movies shot in the
"Some states, the western
will be offered on the 1984 airState include "River Rat.:' "The ..said Jim Moore.,an editor of The
ones in particular, have gotten a
cured crop.

adventures of a wealthy tobacco
level of acclaim, but Ms. Dollase
family. The network has approvsaid it is not the Film Office's
ed a script for a pilot and Koch
business to worry about the
said he is hoping for approval to
quality of movies if attracts.
begin filming soon.
"We don't sit here and ask if a
Another selling point for'Kenproject is going to be another'
lucky ass- -a movie- -lot-Is-its--77/Mr& my
Award Wirmer;- she
g ,"
said. "We hope the state is 'porDollase said. A 1983 survey
trayed in a good light and that
found the state led the nation in
it's a good film and that people
number of buildings on the Nas go see it, but what we're after is
tional Register of Historic
revenues. Merest is just icing
Places, she said.
on the cake."
The most fathous movie set in
It is too early to know which
the state was -Coal Miner's
movies might be shot within the
Daughter," the Academy
state during the coming year,
Award-winning story of countty
she said, but negotiations are
singer Loretta Lynn.
None of the films made in the under way with several
producers.
state since have achieved its
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Last air-cured sale
set for this week

Lincoln Federal's
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A total of 1,963,776 pounds has
been sold for an average of about
$1.25 per pound. The Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Association
his taken under loan 728,242
pounds, or 32e'r of total auction
sales.

•

The dark fireil,sales will begin
January 23rd 4, Murray and
January 24th in Mayfield.

Computer

(Up to 10.50%)
...Ge...tawav for-7 daysi6 nights to
Walt Disney World and'EPCOT Center.
_Getawav for.4 days3 nights to
Walt Disney'World and EPCOT Center.
Get away for a weekend at the cOrffinci
Lexington _Marriott Resort.
Or choose from other Premiums shown below.,

•

- You get Lincoln
Federal's-high interest
rates On 2, 3, 4, or 5
Year Certificate!, of
Deposit. Just pick the
certificate that best
meets your financial
goals, lock in a rate
that's guaranteed for
the term of your certificaty ind get your
premium On IT Of a
great return on Arclur

,
'

motley.

Call orstop by the
office nearest you for
ftill details or use the
couPoti below for
easier sirvice.

(Cont'd from page .1)
ware to another - did not require use of a password, Leppik
said.
Leppik said he was told that
police acquired the more than 50'
computer disks under a search
warrant.
Leppik said he is not getting
paid for his time or expertise.
But he said police told him he
might be called as an expert
witness in the trial•of the alleged
child abuser. If that happens, he
could receive a small fee, he
said.
Leppik said his previous runin with police wasn't his fault.
"My computer accidentally
called up a bank's computer.,
They. traced it to our family.
phone; and complained to the
Minneapolis police," he
recalled.
•'
He said police investigated
about a week, "and when they
found I didn't do anything wrong
they just dropped it."
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NO NEED FOR LANTERNS - Ted orrevi, dressed as Paul
Revere, paused recently with his trusty horse in downtown
Boston to make a telephone call on a portable phone as part of a
local telephone company's publicity campaign.
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But the conservative supporters
One of the most important
of Blandford are leaning toward
chairs will be the Education
Committee. -Incumbent Jody
Tom Burch of Louisville.
Richards of Bowling Green was
Al Bennett, the incumbent
(Cotard from page I)
on the losing side -in the leaderchairman of the Labor and Inof Rep. Bobby Richardson of
ship light and prohly will be
dustry Committee. may also
Glasgow as speaker.
replaced.
benefit from the Strength of the
• One of those representatives is
Education's new chairman is
Jefferson
County delegation
likely to be Roger Noe of Harlan,
Joe Meyer of.Covington, who apBennett backed some losers for
pears the front-runner to inherit
another of the Turks.
leadership, but may retain his
1‘16e's 'position poses a prothe Cities Committee chair left
chair.
blem "or feadership: though,
vacant by the retirement of
because he wants to retain his
Clay List of Lexington.
The-State Government ComThe 1984 election defeat of
seat on the Appropriations Committee -chair that was held by
Aubrey Williams of Louisville
mittee._ Traditionally, House
Mark O'Brien of Louisville may
left vacant the chairmanship of
chairmen have not served on
not go to Jefferson County.
the Judiciary-Criminal CommitA&R. -O'Brien,. a close supporter of
tee, but Williams' successor is
"We could change tradition,"
Richardson, probably will be
uncertain.
Blandford said when asked
replaced by Ramsey Morris of
Harry Moberly Jr. of Richabout the matter.
--Hopkinivillek a
ne
mond, another of the Young
' The position taken by the JefTurks, was thought to be in conferson County Caucus could
A struggle in the new leaderlention. But the 15 members of
determine the holders• of two
ship is hanging Up the selection
other chairs.
the Jefferson County Caucus
of a new chairman for the Counmet Thursday and decided they
Gerta Bendl of Louisville also
ties and Special Districts Comwanted to retain the four cornwas a laser in.' the leadership
mittee. Incumbent Adrian Arfight and will be replaced as
Mittee chairs they held in 1984,
nold -of Mount Sterling has two
though they may get only three.
chairthap of the Health and
supporters and two opponents
As a result, Fred Cowan of . Welfare Committee. The early
among- the five lenders. The
leader for the post was Dr.
Louisville could be in line efor the
other candidate is Virgil PearWalter Blevins of Morehead.
Judiciary-Criminal post._
mail of Radclif(

Leadership...,
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Taking steps to meet the challenges that face our future
By Steven L. Beshear
Lt. Governor of Kentucky
Many jobs on which Kentuckians now depend
will be obsolete by the year 2000!
Does this signal a crisis for the future of our
state? A challenge perhaps, but a crisis only if we
fail to take the necessary steps to prepare our
state for the changes that lie ahead.
We are living in challenging but exciting times.
The explosive growth and application of scientific
knowledge are shaking the foundations of our nation. This technological "revolution" is reshaping
the way we work, the way we play and even how
long we live. We are all witnessing the beginning
Of a new era, a time of unprecedented change, of
increased decentralization — a period of great
opportunity.
Kentucky's ability to prosper in the years ahead
and to chart an imaginative course for its future
will be dependent on a number of factors. But of
particular importance will be our ability to
develop and support a credible science and
technology initiative.
In the decades ahead, technology will be a major driving force in the creation of new jobs and
industries. Today, we see the emergence of hundreds of new companies driven through new
technologies and the entrepreneurial skills and
Imagination of their creators. Governor Bruce
Babbitt of Arizona recently commented that
"State and local governments across the country
have discovered scientific research and
technological innovation as the prime force for

economic growth and job creation."
The social and economic realities of tomorrow
will be fundamentally different from those of today. Many of our historical and traditional industries will be permanently changed by the
economic and social forces of the 21st Century.
New and emerging technologies and the continued
use of automation may also displace large
numbers of our workers.
Our future depends on our ability and willingness to confront these new realities. Historically, we have sometimes been slow to react to
changing conditions, frequently finding comfort
in relying upon traditional industries, often at the
expense of promoting new and emerging opportunities. The time has come for a bold, new and
imaginative agenda—an agenda that stresses our
strengths and the pursuit of new opportunities.
While not abandoning our traditional interests, we
must be ready to explore new horizons, to ensure
we are prepared for the jobs and circumstances
of tomorrow.
Some are reluctant to chart this- course. They
question whether we should attempt to expand our
interests, to compete in industries such as those
technology-driven. This question misses the point.
The issue is whether we shall choose to meet the
challenges of the future—or sit by and watch as
the game is played without us. Science and
technology will be the fuel that emergizes business
and industry—a catalyst for unprecedented
changes in our daily lives. We cannot afford not
to compete—to search out those emerging

opportunitieb:-to prepare our state and our
linkages between the universities, state governchildren for the world of tomorrow.
ment and private businesses must be developed
To ensure that we are prepared to meet the
and supported; 44i We must conduct a thorough
challenges of the 21st Century, I created ,"Kenexamination of the incentives and disincentives
tucky Tomorrow: The Commission on Kentucky's
that presently exist relative to the development
Future," a nonpartisan, citizen-based program
and pro4notion of new technology enterprises and
charged with promoting the social and economic
entrepreneurs; I 5i We must strive not only to atrevitalization of Keatittky as it moves toward the
tract new industries to our state but to encourage
21st Century. The Commission's Science and
the development of "home grown'' enterprises;
Technology Committee, with the help of the scienand (6) Equally important will be our continued
tific community in Kentucky, will be carefully
efforts to enhance basic education in Kentucky.
designing an agenda for the future development
Progress cannot and- will not.44..ke place in our
of science and technology in our state:
state without substantial improvement in the
Scientific research, development and education
overall quality of education provided our children
will play a key,role in the future of Kentucky.
The Work of the Kentucky Tomorrow CommisTherefore, it is imperative that we begin now to
sion, in cooperation with*the Kentucky Academy
rtirevelop an initiative in this area, to prevent us
of Science, has already begun to bear fruit in this
from falling farther behind and to reassure the
area. We recently learned that Kentucky is one of
people of our state, the business community and
twelve states designated by the National Science
others that we are willing to make the necessary
Foundation to participate in an experimental prochanges and commitments to meet the challenges
gram designed to stimulate competitive research.
of the future.
Consequently, we will-likely receive a grant Of $75
While it is presumptious tio discuss exactly what
thousand to be matched by $25 thousand from
form this agenda might take, several factors must
,sources in Kentucky, to prepare a five-year planbe addressed when developing this plan: (1 ) We
ning proposal that we hope will lead to a subsemust assess where our strekgths lie and focus our
quent award of up to $3 million that would serve
attention and resources on those areas that offer
to improve the quality of science and engineering
us an opportunity to excel and the possibility of
efforts in our state.
. tangible returns; (2) Particular attention must be
The challenges await us. If We proceed cautiouspaid to our university community. Efforts such as
ly but boldly, I am Confident that Kentucky can
this that have prOven successful around our counand will emerge as a state of great prominence
try have focused on the development and support
. in the years ahead. Together, our dreams of a betof university education and research; (3) Better
ter tomorrow can become a reality. •

royko says,

by mike royko

looking back.
Ten years ago
-Sales on the opening day of dark fired tobacco
on the local loose leaf floors totalled 276,848
pounds for $272,612.36 for an aveage of498.47, according to Holmes Ellis, executive director of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Members of the Murray High School Tiger
Football Team presented awards at the banquet
held at the Student Union Building, Murray State
University, were Steve Porter, Doug Shelton,
Wes Furgeson, Eli Alexander, Tony Boone, Bobby Knight and'Craig Suiter. MSU Assistant Football Coach Bill Hina was guest speaker. Staff and Officers of Murray Kenlake Flotilla
Coast Guard Auxiliary are Jim Schempp,
George Betsworth, Dorothy Mason, Jim Byrn,
Nancy Schempp, Jim Converse, Shirley Johnson
and Neale Mason.
Births reported include - a girl to Donna and
Roger Parrish, Jan. 5, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs._
Terry Darling. Jan. 3.
Twenty years ago
The Jury list for the February term of
calloway County Circuit Court has been released
by Sheriff Woodrow Rickman. The names were
drawn by Circuit Judge Earl Osborne. Dr. Ellis M. Day, Lion District Governor of
District 43-K spoke on "Lionism" at a meeting of
the Murray Lions Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House, according to Rob Ray,
president.
Miss Judy Suiter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Suiter, and Mac Fitts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.F. Fitts, were married Dec. 31 at the College
Church of Christ.
Cross Spann, Richard P. Nesbitt and Son, and
McDougal and Downs are local persons elected
to membership in the American Angus Association. Suzanne McDougal, 16, was granted a
junicir membership in the same organization.
The Calloway County High School Lakers beat
Fulton County in a basketball game. Lamb and
Joseph were high team scorers for Calloway.
Thirty years ago
Miss June Foy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S.V.
Foy, has won the State Cherry Pie Baking Contest sponsored by the American Cherry Growers
Institute. The contest was held Jan. 10 at
Lexington.
Hubert R. Barrow, gunner's mate second
class, USN,son of Mrs. Lanie Barrow of Hazel,is
on a round the world cruise aboard the Attack
Aircraft Carrier USS Midway.
Pvt. Heyward Roberts, Pvt. Dan Taylor 1).nd
Pvt. Merritt Lawson, all of Calloway County, are
stationed with the U.S. ArmS, at Camp Irwin,
Calif.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Owen and
a girl to Mr„ and Mrs. Herbert Calhoun. '
Judy —shoemaker, Anita Rowland, Clarice
Rohwedder, Sharon Bond, Lee Taylor, and Bill
Bates, Murray High School students. with W.B.
Moser, teacher, gave a panel discussion on
"Dating and the Curiew Hour" at a meeting of
the Murray High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association.

of

Life turns mean for street people
Mike Royko is on vacation.. This
is a reprint of A column he wrote
several months ago.)
It's always been common for
some of those who have -little
money to try to pluck a little cash
from those • who happen to have
some.
That's the motive behind most,
- although not all, routine street
crime. Especially in the bigger
cities.
Where you have a large poor
population, it's inevitable that
some young men will start eyeing
the parts of town where the more
afluent live or play and thinking
about how pleasant it would be go
have a small piece of all the
disposable income.
The more bold or desperate do
more than think. They drift over in
the night and look for someone who
appears to have a plump wallet,
stick a gun to his nose or give his
arm a few twists, and maybe wind

up with the price of a night on the
town.
Those who have a less daring
nature, but fast feet, might choose
purse snatching over mugging.
And he truly non-violent thief will
prObaly choose -shoplifting as a
career.
When Willie Sutton was asked
why he robbed banks, he said:
"Because that's where the money
Is." And the average mugger
would probably give the same explanation for why he slams into a
guy in a white shirt, tie and shiny
shoes.
It's a do-it-yourself redistribution of wealth. And most of the time
there's nothing personal about it.
It happened in Dickens' London,
old New York, Paris, Rome and
every other city where the poor live
near or among those who have
money. It happens every day in
Chicago and most other big cities.
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the word "trollbusting" is some
kind of play on the title of the movie
"Ghostbusters."
The targets of these youths are
homeless street people — beggars,
bag ladies, bag men, derelicts, the
kind. of people who are part of that
growing population that lives in
cardboard shelters, under bridges,
In doorways or in a sanitation
department salt Pox.
•
The existence of these people in
their city offends the offspring of
those who live in ranch homes.
And now we're seeing a new and
So they've peen threatening
weird twist to the struggle between
them, kicking them around, and octhe haves and have-nots. Like
casionally whacking them with
anything new and weird, it is hapbaseball bats.
pening in California.
One young man, a 20-year-old
security guard, explained to a
In the city of Santa Cruz, groups
reporter why his friends are going
of well-off, middle-class young peoIn for bashing the poor and
ple have taken to attacking the less
homeless.
fortunate.
-My friends resent the way the
They calI it "trollbusting." They
"trolls' go begging around while
even wear T-shirts showing some
they have to work and pay taxes
down-and-out person. Apparently
When you see people living off the
money you work hard for. it makes
you mad."
If that's the motive, it makes it
about as senseless an act of cruelty
as there can be. Most street people
are among society's most independent members. They're getting little or nothing from the govern.ment, which is why they are living
the way they do.
If these young goofs were sincere
abouts defending their allegedly
hard-earned- money, they would be
on the prowl for a four-star general
or a defense contractor. Or one of
the president's merry budgeteers.
A man who runs a free-lunch program for down-and-outers . probably comes closer to a motive
when he describes the poorthumpers as "establishment
middle-class kids who find it offensive that people don't conform to
what they are. They want Santa
Cruz to be some nice little rich
town. This is something they get
from their parents."
I'm not sure what's worse
somebody who is poor going out
and robbing somebody who is well
off, or .somebody who is well off
beating up somebody merely
because they are povr.
But I do know what's safer The
Santa Cruz cops say they have not
yet arrested anybody for
assaulting street people.
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But as we get more and more
desperate poor, there's a gap between the haves and have-nots. And
with TV advertising bombarding
the have-nots with all the things
they not only might have but — according to all the advertising pitch
— should have, the grabbers
become nastier. They not only
want what somebody else has, they
get angry at him cor her for having
it. And that's when the' gratuitous
shooting, knifing or beating occurs.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpos is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed.
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE: I need to buy a
Medicare supplement. My insurance agent has two differ'ent.
policies, one isa"-group plan and the
otherp just an individual plan. The
coverage is pretty. much the same.
and the premiums on the group plan
are smaller than the individual plan.
Just to be on:the safe side, beforedeciding which to buy,'can you explain what'a group plan is and if
there are any advantages to buying
the group insurance'plan" SA'.

ANSWER: A group plan is one
that might be made available to you
by your employer, labor union, profession or other organization. As you
enter into a group plan. you may be
covered automatically or, as is
more common, after a specified
waiting period, such as 30, 60. or 90
days Your protection . may end
when you leave the group. However.
It is often possible to convert your
group coverage to an individual or
family policy, when you leave the
group. If you leave a group plan, you
should check with the representatives of that group plan to see if
you can convert the policy to an individual or family plan.
There are certain advantages to
group insurance
a Premiums are lower because
insurance • companies can administer group-- plans more
• economically;.
V) The employer or other group

policyholder often pays'part or all of
the
•
premium;
ClPayroll deduction is usually
available for paying your portion of
the premium. in the case of an
employer employee relationship:
d ) Individuals .are eligible for
group protection regardless of
physical condition t Normally there
must be 10 or more people involved
before this is true.
• Many senior citizens do purchase
there Medicare supplement insurance through certain clubs or
organizations which provide group
coverage for their members mainly for the reasons that the premiums
are smaller and also because their
physical condition would make the
purchase of individual insurance too
expensive or because their physical
condition would prevent them from
being accepted for insurance by
many companies.
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Coming community events Tinnounced A-

Monday,Jan. 14‘
Suburban
Homemakers Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the
home of Rachel Hendon.
AA and Al-Anon- will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m-. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399. 753-7764 _.or

Monday.Jan. 14
753-7663.
- -Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
club House. Each one is
to bring food for the
Humane Society.
---Jackson Purchase
_Audubon Society will

Monday.Jan. 14
.meet at 7 p.m. at
Paducah Area Vocational Center. 2400
Adams. Paducah, Dr.
Charles Smith will be
speaker. For information call 753-9385.
MurraY.Band
Boosters will have video
tape presentation at 7

Drug may help pfevent paralysis
• LOS ANGELES
titan- five years.
paramedics and doctors
may inject a drug, used
successfully in experiments on cats, to
prevtint paralysis in
thousands of accident
victims with spinal cord
injuries, a scieptist said.
The drug prevents
paralysis if- injected up,
to 24 hours after the
smal card is crushed or
dafnaged. Dr. Alan I.
Mr—

Faden, vice chairman of
neurology at the University of California at San
Francisco, said in an interview Thursday.
But the drug will not
work if the cord is
severed, and will not
cure people or animals
who already are
paralyzed. .
The findings were
released Thursday as
the university announced the opening of its
Center for Neural Injury. directed by Faden
and located at the
Veterans. Administration Medical Center in
-S-an---Fr
.
university statement
said. the center '-'will
focus on research,
prevention and treatment of paralysis
associated with spinal

central center 753-3311

DeVanti's

CHERI 3
'

Mon. & Tues.
All Mexican
Meals

7 CC 9 171

THE RIVER P0-13
Mel Gibson

cord injury, head injury
and stroke."
"If clinical trials in
humans prove to be as
successful as our
animal studies suggest.
we hope tO be able to
keep many people out of
wheelchairs," Faden
said in the statement.
The recovery of full
function ... in our
animarstudies has been
dramatic" after use of
the drug, a synthetic
version of .a hormone
named thyrotrolpthreleasing hormone, or
TRH, he said.
A study of the drug's
-eeet1..nessis,
preven.
iff
ting paralysis ,of
anesthetized cats.whose
necks were intentionally
injured has been accepted for publication in
the journal Neurology.
It was conducted by
Faden and UCSF
researcher Thomas P.
Jacobs.
Faden said spinal
.
cord Injuriesforce
atinid 20,000 Americans
into wheelchairs each
year.
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Billie Lynn Pritc

Monday,Jan. 14
p.m. at Murray High
School Cafeteria.
---Dorothy Moore Circle
of First Presbyterian
Church Women will
meet at 7:15 pAn. at
home of'Jean Moore.
- -Regional Education
meeting will' be at 5:30
p.m. at Curris Center,
Murray State
University. .
---Tuesday,Jan. 15
Shower for Patsy and
Jay Futrell and son-,Jason, 11. whose -home
burned Dec. 31, will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Briensburg Chureh of
Christ. For information
call 437-4746. .
---Calloway County
Association for Gifted
Education will meet at 7
p.m". id Annex of
Calloway Public
Library.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion. Builclini, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Shower for Paul and
Kaye Henry and two
children whose home
was recently destroyed
by fire will be from 6 to 8
p.m. at Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church.
For information call
474-8831 or 1-354-0987.
---Faith and Work Circle
of Kirksey United
(Cont'd on page 5)
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We are pleased to
announce that Kelly
Sevems, bride-elect
of Todd Solomon,
has made her selections from our bridal
registry for
decorative
accessories.
Kelly and Todd
will be married Jan.
26.

Happy
Birthday
Grandma
Bertie

DUDLEY MOORE

1

chestnut st. 753-3314

'Sc
0

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Pritc tt. Rt. 4, Murray,
are the parents of a son, Billie Lynn, weighing
seven pounds nine ounces, measuring 204 inches, born on Saturday,411017-6, at 6: yr p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Sheila Moore. The father is selfemployed. Maternal grandparents. are Janice
and Cecil Baker of Murray and the late Edison
Mociie, Jr. Paternal grandparents are Mrs. Inez
Andrus of Dexter and the late Billie Lynn Pritchett. Great-grandparents are Edison Moore of
Murray and the late Mrs Audrey Moore and Mrs.
Lovie Pritchett of Dexter and the late Joe
Pritchett.

Art Guild plans meeting
The Murray Art Guild will hold its monthly
meeting Tuesday. Jan. is, at 10 a.m. at the guild.
All members are urged to attend to assist in the
planning of this years programs. Anyone interested in helping the guild with its programs is
invited to attend.

English class scheduled
A free English as a Second Language (ESL)
course has; resumed -at. the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State University with classes
meeting Monday. Wednesday.and Friday from 1
to 3 p.m. in Room 206b of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Classes are led by Christine Grogan who urges
all interested students to enroll. ESL is designed
for people who wish to learn English as a second
language, improve basic reading and grammar
skills and/Or_prepare for the citizenship test or
--ttre-higbr sulitart equivalency --MED- 'test Participants must be 16 years of age or older and not
be enrolled in a public school or college.' All
materials are furnished and no tuition is charged. Persons may enroll in the _course by calling
762-6971 or visit the Center between 8 a.m. arid
noon or 1 Al 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.-..
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A Health Promotions Presentation of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
To Pre-register, call 753-5131, ext. 338
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• Smuckers Grape
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TARRYT0961. N.Y.
(AP) - Barbara
Blackburn, a 64-yearold
grandmothe-r from
Salem, Ore., who failed
typing in high school._
has set her third world
speed typing record.
In 1981, she earned
Guineas Book of World
Records titles for standard typewriters with a
speed of 150 words a
minute for 50 minutes,
and for computer
keyboard typewriters at
170 words a minute.
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Retirees of Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-CIO will
not have their regular covered dish dinner on
Tuesday, Jan. 15, at the First Christian Church.
Frank Kavanaugh, spokesman for the Retirees,
said the meetiffwas being called off because of
the inclement weather conditions.
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Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play Wednesday. Jan. 16. The
group will meet at 8:30 a.m. at the entrance to
Marrayallo_w_ay County_Park_to_gri_to Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 9 a.m. The lineup is as
follows: Court One - Cathy Young, Vickie
Jones, Carol Waller and Ann Uddberg; Court
Two - Alice Rouse, Marilyn Germann, Martha
Andrus and Laura Miller; Court Three - Vicky
Holton, Eileen Portner, Annette Alexander and
Kathy Kopperud.
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Tennis play Wednesday

12 Years or Younger
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The Front Porch Swing women's barbershop
group will rehearse_Thpr8day. Jan..12.at 7 p.m.
at the First Christian Church, 106 North Fifth St.,
Murray. Music rehearsed will be for the spring
concert in May. Interested persons are invited to
this rehearsal by director L.M. Clark.
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Five Saturday morning classes are being offered at Murray State University during the spring semester to atcommodate students who have
diffibulty meeting on the regular schedule, according to Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of extended
education. Courses are Astronomy 115, Introductory Astronomy; Industrial Education and
Technology 578, Workshop in Industrial Education; Machine Tool Processes; Journalism and
Radio-Television 369, Audio Production II; Journalism and Radio-Television 467, Advertising
Copy Writing; and Legal Studies 240, Business
Law I. All courses will carry tkree semester
hours of credit and will meet froml a.m. to noon
each Saturday beginning Jan. 19, except Industrial Educaton and Technology 578 'Which
meets from 8 a.m. to noon. The 500-level course
may.. be taken for graduate or _advanced
undergraduate credit, while all the courses
numbered below '500 are for undergraduate
credit Tees are $54 a semester hour for graduate
credit d.nd $37 a semester hour for
undergraduate credit for Kentucky residents.
Students may register today (Monday) and
Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and on Wednes-day-and7friursay-frafite. -the-Ouriii--Center.
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Saturday classes planned

A basic lathe woodturning course at Murray
State University during the spring semester is
open to anyone interested in woodttirning and
would like to have help in!flaking useful and artistic items. To meet from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m,. each
Tuesday beginning Jan. 22, the cciurse titled Industrial Education and Technology 241, Woodturning, carries two semester hours of
undergraduate-credit. The course. offered-by-the
Department of Industrial Education and
T.echnqlogy, includes- instruction, demonstra,
tions and individual help for beginners, as well'
as for intermediate hobbyists to improve their
skills and gry a variety of different techniques.
Students may enroll through the spring registratio.n procedures. Jan. 14 and 15, in the Curris
Center or at the -first class meeting on Tuesday,
Jan. 22, in the Woods Laboratory, Room 104, 4ndustrial Education Building (behind the proposed Boy Scout Museum). The cost.of the course
will be $74. For information all the Department
of Industrial Education and Technology,
762-3392, between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

r

Ch
Filling

- The Methodist Men of the First United
Methodist Church will meet have -a dinner
meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 6:30 p.m. at
the church. The meal will be prepared by UMW
Circles. Mrs. Loretta Jobs will present the program relating events of her recent trip to The
Holy Land. Jack Andersen, new president, urges
all men of the Church to attend.

Lathe course planned

* * ** *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*'***

Prices Good While Supplies Last!
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Chapter meets at Livesay home
The J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy held its annual
, December holiday party
at the home of Mrs.
John J. Livesay on
Sycamore Street.,
Mrs. Douglas
Shoemaker gave the
devotion and prayer.
The president, Mrs.
Inez Claxton, opened
with the pledge to the
flags. Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, treasurer, said
a donation was given for
the Veterans Hospital in
Lexington.
Mrs. Livesay
presented an American '
flag which had flown.
over the Capitol
Building and given to
the local chapter by
Cong. Carrol Hubbard.
A gift exchange was
ATTEND UDC MEETING — Pictured here are a part
of the members and
held.
guests attending the recent meeting of the J.N. Williams
Chapter of the
Refreshments were
United Daughters of the Cpnfederacy at the home of Mrs.
John J. Livesay.
served from an appointed table by Mrs.
Mesdames William. Graves, Frances
The chapter will meet
Livesay and her Barker,
J.O. Chambers, Whitnell, Harding Wednesday, Jan. 16, at
cohostesses, Mrs.
Wells, Loal Cole, Castle
11:30 a.m. at the home
Shoemaker and Mrs. Ed Davis, N.A. Ezell, Parker
and Helene
Glen Hodges.
William Major, Marvin Visher, members; Mrs. of Mrs. Major with Mrs.
Also attending were McFarlane. Timothy Herman Lovins, guest.
Walls as cohostess.

If any of you have made NewYear's resolutions, you may
want to ificlude one of Margaret
Trevathan's ideas, namely,
"travel light."
-Margaret said she and a
minister friend came up with
this idea for a better quality of
life. Travel light simply means
don't become too encumbered
with "things" and "possessions," that they possess you. In
other words, we all need the
necessities, but don't burden
yourself with too rhany luxuries.
Margaret used an example of
being so caught up with the idea
of preparing just the most
perfect food and meals, that you
miss several opportunities of
fellowship With your own family.
Families really don't have to
have a cake made from scratch.
a delicious bowl of ice cream
will do just fine.

Sociology 133, Introductiopeto Sociology,.
Each course carries
three semester hours of
credit. Fees are $54 per
semester hour for
Education 650, a
graduate course, and
$37 per semester hour
for each of the four
undergraduate course
offerings.
An Organizational
meeting for Education
650 is scheduled at 9
a.rn. Saturday, Jan. 19,
in Room 118 of Wells
Hall on the campus.

ne Pauley continues on
NEW YORK (AP) —
Jane Pauley is the other
one, the one who isn't
joining the"CBS Morning News" as co-anchor
bright and early this.
Monday.
With all the promotional attention being
given Phyllis George's
arrival on the new set of
the zillionth incarnation
of the "Morning News,"
one tends to forget about
Ms. Pauley, at 34 the
"grande dame" of morning TV.
Since 1976, Ms. Pauley
has been at her job, sit- "
ting alongside, although
a tad lower than. Tom
Brokaw and now Bryant
Gumbel. She took time
off in late 1983-early -'84
to have twins, and since
returning last
February, her renewed
vigor has helped
revitalize NBC's "Today" show and move it
within striking distance
of ABC's top-rated
"Good Morning
America."
(Joan Lunden, David
Hartman's underling on
"Good Morri'lng
America," began sitting
at her _coffee table in

JPGNE

ITTS
Dixieland
Center.

759-4588

1941)
Executives of CBS
Broadcast Group pinpoint the slide of the
"Morning News" and
the commensurale
surge of "Today" to Ms.
Pauley's comeback.
An on-air familiarity.
evidently important to
the cozier, more
domesticated morning

Tuesday, Jan. 15
Tuesday,Jan. 15
Methodist Church will Homeplace Family
meet at 7 p.m. at church Restaurant.
————
Students should fellowship hall.
———
" Free blood pressure
,register and pay tuition
Story Hours at checks will be given
for each of the four
undergraduate courses Calloway Public from noon to 2 p.m. at
by mail or in the Ex- Library will be at 10:30 Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church.
tended Education Office a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
prior to the beginning of
Registration for sprSenior• citizens acthe course.
ing semester classes at tivities will, be at 9:30
Anyone who needs in- Murray State Universi- a.m. at Dexter Center;
formation about course ty will be from 9 a.m. to from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
descriptions or a 3:30 p.m..on the upper Hazel and Douglas
schedule of KET show- level of the CUrris Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Cehter.
ings may visit or call: Center.
————
Extended Education Of"Starlight, Starbright
Singles Class of
fice, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Luncheon" of Christian , -Seventh, and Poplar
Murray, Ky. 42071, or Women's Club of Mur- Church of Christ will
ray will be from noon to meet at 7 p.m.
call 762-2086.
0
•
2- p.m. at Seven Seas
————
Restaurant.
Mothers Morning Out
will meet at 9 _a.m.' at
A representative of First United Methodist
Social Security Office Church.
that before," he said.
will be at Miller Court
— —— —
House Annex from 10
-Maryleona Frost CirViewers are noticing,
a.m. to noon.
cle of First United
too. For the fourth
Methodist Church
quarter of 1984, "ToMusic Department of Women will meet at 9:30
day" led "GMA" in
every demographic Murray Woman's Club a.m. at the Gardner
group, except women will meet at 7:30 p.m. at home.
aged 18-49, and ABC's the club house.
Murray Art Guild will
edge with that imporMurray TOPS (take meet at 1'0 a.m. at the
tant buying segment is
shrinking. The two off pounds sensibly) guild.
————
shows are separated by Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Dinner by Retirees of
their smallest margin in at Health Center.
Local 1068 UAW-AFL'
———
three years.
Murray Assembly No.
"My theory of TV,"
19 Order of the Rainbow
said Friedman, "is that
for Girls will meet at 7
people watch people, not
p.m. at the lodge hall.
concepts. Pwie watch
————
'Today' 1:41se they
Murray Optimist Club
like Bryant and Jane."
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at

BECOME
LEss
OFA
PERSON
INJUSTWO
WEEKS.

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

4*

$5 & $10

Wednestial, Jab. 16
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m, to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens. .
———
J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at the
Acteeri Leaders. will
home of Mrs. -William meet at 10 a.m. in
the
Major:
Conference Room of the
————
First Baptist Chorch. •
Events at "Calloway
Public'Library will inCouncil on Ministries
clude Parents .and of South Pleasant Grove
Two's at 9:30 a.m.1
et-hadi-s-tStory Hours .at.10:30 .Church will meet at 6:30
a.m.-and 3:30 p.m.
p.m.

mat

_

Classes for the spring
Session meeting of
semester will begin and First Presbyter
ian
absences will be record- Church ha-s been
ed at Murray State rescheduled for. 7:30
University.
p.m. at the church.
——
Special registration
practice of the. Chair
for part-time evening of First Presbyterian
students. at Mu-fray Church has been changState University will be '... ed to 6 p.m.
from 5 to 7 p.m. on the
————
upper level of .Curris
Enquirer's Class will.
Center.-meet at7:30 p.m. at the
————
home of the Rev. and
A solo exhibit of Mrs. David Robinson.
_
bronze sculpture series

I

nevo, .
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Hwy 641 N.
The Village

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-1:00
2:30-5:30
Sat. 10-Noon
Hwy. 641 North
Thit Village

i'131E"
lCENTER •
• ,/

753-0020

7:30-1:110, 2:311-5:30:
Set. 10-Noun

Sale 1/2 Price
All Winter Clothing

Large Racks of

Wednesday,Jan. 16
by Steve Bishop. assistant professor of Art at
Murray S6.te University will be on the upper
levgl of Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. Admission is
free.
————
United Methodist Men
of First Church. Murray, will meet at 6:30
.p.m. at the-church.

.
•
Having heard nothing but.good things abOut I )1.•T
Center.. Pam decided she had nothing
lose...extept —weight. So she gave Die/ Center a tr
Pam found Diet Center to-be a natural-program has:
ed on sound-nutrition.'daily counseling and encOuragement from counselors who understand-and really care
Pam is a Diet Center'counselifirk dream She never
got off the diet Or complained, In her words she has
never felt better and she has so much more energy
1985_wilt be a good year for Pam 100,pountis lighter•
Whether you have 10 pounds or a 100 pounds f excess
weight to lose call Diet Center. YOU HAVE NOTHING:
'FO LOSE.. BUT WEIGHT.

DIET
CENTER

•Suits •Blouses •Skirts
•Tops •Pants
•Shirts
'
Walking Shorts
Pants, Skirts, Tops

TueSdaY. Jan. 15
CIO will not be held this
month.

Pam Herndon, of Murray, has lost
100 pounds.

January Clearance

50%
75% off

A

(('ont'd from piiee 4 )

Another Diet Center
Success Story

One Week Only!
Selective

Christmas and Many
Other
Assorted Items
•••

1

Community events ..

V show

audience, is what CBS twins in the show ('Towants from M.iss day" executive proGeorge, a former Miss ducer Steve Friedman
America and sports per- hasp joked that he'd
sonality, and her co- make them regulars if
anchor, Bill Kurtis. In he could), Gumbel
her three-week stijiat on thinks motherhood has
the "Morning News" softened M. Pauley's
last fall, Miss George presence.
was unflaggingly chirpy
"Having kids
and eager to talk about
Gumbel -has two
her family; she and her
children) humbles
husband, former Kenyou," he said. "It makes
tucky Gov. John Y.
you ,more of a complete
Brown, have two
person, -a happier
children.
person."
Jon ‘ Katz, executive
producer of the "MornGumbel said raising
ing News," says the children mitigates
kind of homespun against taking yourself
warfnth Miss George too seriously. "You're
can provide was miss- ,not as afraid of looking
ing with former anchor silly," he said, recalling
Diane Sawyer, now a how Ms. Pauley playfulcorrespondent for "60 ly took a puff of his cigar
Minutes."
during one broadcast
Although MIS.Pauley last summer. "She
refuses to involve her never would have done

PAGES

...Someone asks how you
' feel, then listens to what you
(say.
. ...You dial a wrong number
-and talk for 15 minutes Anyway
....You miss church and
R :\T}• I ppLR,s ):\
receive 'get well'-cards.
.,.You skid Into a ditch on a
When you make plana to rural road and - the word gets
"travel light" she also included - back to town before you do.
a few values such as trust and
...You write a check on 'infaith.
sufficient funds' and the bank
On this same subject of abetcomers it for you."
ter quality of life., Betty Hahs
• • •
was saying she had a new book
Most of you have heard about
with a poem about leaving the
the foreign freighter that ran
"What If's" out of your life, and
ashore in Palm Beach, Fla. By
how much better off we all "ashor3" I mean in this
would be, if we could simply live
woman's beaChfront back yard
each day, and not be bothered
This woman lives next door to
with the what ifs of life. Most of
the. Keru3edy family home in
the time the what if's never
Palm Beach, Pia.
happen.
While the courts are trying to
• • •
'decide whose responsibility it is
Most of us love telling our City _ to pay the damages. this unusual
friends how great it is to live ma sight of.a ship-in a back yard has
small town — this unknown
become a tourist attraction
'author penned these ,words and
Carol and Bob Hibbard were at
they hit it.
their winter home in Del Ray
• "You know you are are in a
Beach, Fla.. during Christmas
small town when:
and decided to see this'happen,...Xou speak to a -dog that
ing. Carol says you have to see it
you pass and he wags his tail.
to believe it.

Five KEY programs offered at MSU
Five - programs to be Problems in the
shown on Kentucky Classroom," to be of-•
Educational (KET) this fered as Education 650,
spring will be offered
Workshop: KET Dealfor credit "through the ing with Social ,..ProMurray State Universi- blems in the Classroom.
ty program -of extended
• "Heritage: Civilizaeducation.
D?. Donald E. Jones, tion and the Jews," to be
dean of extended educa- offered as History 390.
tion at Murray State. Civilization and the
listed the KET titles as Jews.
follows:
• "Business of
• "The New Management." to be ofLiteracy," to be offered fered as Management
as Computer Science 250, Introduction to
102, IntroductAin to 'Management.
Computers
• "Focus on Society,"
•"Dealing with Social to be offered as

NONDA1, JAsit ARY 14. 1985

WINTER HOURS:
9.30 a.m.-5:00 p.m

Receiving Guess
Spring Sportswear!
Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits

•Scarves •Belts
•Handbags
'Jewelry
'Accessories
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Greene's No.300 is'No.900 for MSU
'

•

10
•
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By JIM RECTOR
.Sports Editor There may cOmea time when Ron Greene can
sit back, relax and ponder his 300 career victories. but with Youngstown State in town for
tonight's Ohio Valley Conferencernatchup, the
Murray State coach will be postponing his R and
R until after the season ends.
As Greene put it. after his 12-2 Racers whipped
Akron 64-51 Saturday night for his 3bOth career
victory: "It doesn't really faze me too much. The
time when you'enjoy s:omething like this is when.
you can look back on it ... when you've got a
grandchild sitting on your kne-e and you say.'Yu
sonny, here's where t won-300 games once upon a
time."'
,_
"lt is nice to know I won N-b.300 at my alma
mater." he added.
'MSC senior forward Vada Martin helped place
the milestone ,in perspective. "We're proud we
'could give it to him: Last year we won -No.100
rcareer wins at MSU ) for`him and we're glad we
got this for-him too. But Akron is behind us. We've
_got the big boys coming to town onMonday /.nd
that's all that's,- on our minds right now Youngstown."
The win was No. 300 in Greene's illustrious collegiate ct5aclttflg. career TucTi spariSTgyears.-Ms
overall coaching mark is 300-169. including only
three losing,seasons and 10 season§ with 18 or
more victories. coincidentally, Saturdats win
over Akron provided the 900th victory for the,
games Talley has hit a bliffel'ing-78‘percent from
.MSU basketball program.
the field (25 of 32)in helping the Racers maintain
•••
- Saturday•s triumph wasn't a perfect w4n, acfive-game winning streak.
cording to Greene, bat it-Was -another-Consistent
The gaine was won at the: free-throw line.
performance by The .Racers as a team.
however, as Murray collected 18 points off 26 foul
"I 'watched a couple of teams play (Saturday )
shots, While Akrorrshot only seven, waking five.
; on national television and I'll tell you, I wouldn't
"We had a chance to put (Akron) away ... and trade my guys for either .of. those two teams. - I ,
give everyone some playing time, but we just
wouldn't trade them for anybody I know. We're
couldn't get the big basket to fall. Even though it
playing right 'now like a team and that's team
appeared we had the game,fairly well in hand .... a
- .with a capital T, capital
capital'and a.. Idoggone45-poini-lead in modern-day basketball is
c- apital 'NV_ Every other hight somebody new : not.that secure"
- rises to the top to be the star.
So Greene delayed substituting as long as he
If this team is guilty of anything, it's wanting .coOld, finally calling off the dogs
with only a COH4..
ora-g)od."-.....,,14
.
to
ple of minutes remaining.
• rri-aitt
nted to do good Satur--_
Tonight'.s game features Avatiinded Penguin
day. artirtfrCialkutting s of 11 shots from the field
squad which lost a shocker at'AustinPeay Satur. rand leading MS(' with 23 points in his last three
day, 74-72:- Mtifray got by the Governors at
•

Bernoulli's principle of_aerodynannesif'

TAKES THE CAKE
- Ron Greene accepts
a plaque-from Murray
State Athletic Director
Johnny *Reagan (left)
while holding 5 cake
commemorating his
300th career coaching
victory. The win was
also the 900th by an
MSU men's basketball
team. Behind Greene
is senior forward•Vada
Martin, eyeing the
cake presented to
Greene by Frank
Nichols
member of
the MSU board of
regents.
Photo by Barry
Johnson

-when they showed up for
a "physics of football"
lecture.
Caliechsphysicist Tom
Humphrey used a hair
-dryer, a pinpong ball
and a bicycle wheel to
demonstrate what the
San Francisco 49ers
must do to beat the
•Mtami Dolphins in
Super Bowl XIX.
The pingpong ball's

dance on the hair
dryer's airstream
demonstrates Bernoulli's principle of
aerodynamics - which
-explains why MOntana's
passes escape interception, he said.
The stream of air
under a moving football
gives it lift, all the way
to the . receiver. Montana also ought to strive

Clarksville Cai Wednesday night". 86-69; when APSU was without its-leading scorer Gerald Gray•
who had a sprained ankle.
Youngstown, at 8-6 and 1-1, is a game behind
MSU and Tennessee Tech, both posting 2-0 marks
in the-OVC.
In other(SVC aciiiiiiSaturday, Tennessee Tech
squeaked past-Eastern Kentucky 58-51 and Middle Tennessee defeated Morehead State 75-63.
mows 4511 - SI houtz 3-6 0 C. Smith 3-n 0-06.Roth 3-6 4-4 10, %ter
chant 6 15 1 2 13. Lover 1-2 0

2 4-1owdell 1 4 0-0 2. Holmes:4-4 0.1$. F%ri

k 1 20 0 2 %cord 1 4 WO 2 Moss(' 110 00 Kelley 11-610.00 Totals
23.51 5.7
51

wittitAt STATE (641) - Glass a 6 4.69

Marian 5-6 2-4 12. Lahm 4 72 2
Talley 11 7.8 23 Es ans 0 1 0.00. Scull 0-1 0.00 .1e1
ferv 0-0 41-4446.t...yd.}..
,
-0 q-1 0,kironston 0-1.00 / iavis 1-2 0-0 2 Totals 2044
00. Macklin 2 7 4 6

halftime - Murray -$I 37. Akron 21 Fouled out
NUM• . Itebournd8 Akron26.Roth 7; Murrny St- 29 • Ila88 *Mt Startln SI A8418ts -.Akron
15-o,Nlerchant 384unity St 44_J_I•1•1•8 41 Totalluut. - Akroa24.
Murray St
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for spiral passes, Hurriphrey suggested, as he
showed that a bicycle
wheel is more stable
when spintting than at
rest.
"The bicycle wheel
and the football are just
two different kinds of
gyroscopes," Humphrey said. "The football rotates in the direr..
tion of the force. A ball

PORTLAND, ORE. (AP) - It wasn't the
$100,000 prize won by John McEnroe- this
weekend. but Mel PurcEIVs* $6.000 for runnerup Aonors was a good start for his 1985
campaign.
Purcell, a Murray, Ky, tennis pro, came in
second in the $50,000 Louisiana-Pacific Invitational tennis tourney. The finals of which were
played on Sunday.
el
Purcell whipped Guillermo Vitas. 6-2, 6-1, in
the semifinals before falling in the champidhship match to 17-year-old Boris Becker of
West Germany. 6-4, 6-4.
During the tournament, Purcell knocked off
Roscoe Tanner, Luke Jensen and Greg
Holmes..
Becker, of Heidelberg, is the tomranked
player in Germany and a memher of the German Davis Cup team. He led durnif the entire
match on ,Sunday and collected $10,000 ,for,
first place.........

a

ii

NCAA imposes largest
foenalty ever on Gators

Bowl

•

SAN FRANCISCO
( AP) - People- think
Joe Montana'sfantastic_
am-ke-eps -thos-e
breathtaking passes
aloft-, but football
physicists know it's
really Bernoulli's principle of aerodynamics.
At least, that's what
about 100 people learned
Sunday at San Francisco's Exploratorium

Purcell places 2nd
and earns ' i ,000
in'LPI tournament

going end-over-end has
four times the drag of a
ball spinning around."
For those impressed
by statistics, Humphrey_
offered these: football
played& tackle each
other -With a force of
2.000 pounds; they kick
the ball with a force of
300 pounds; and they
pass with a force of 35pounds.

The football is "the
most. unusually shaped
projectile used in any
sport." Humphrey
remarked. "There are alot of forces acting on a
football. -Ellipsodial
rotation. Lift. Drag.
"Basically," he concluded, "you really
can't expect a football to
do anything, you expect
It to do."

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - The NCAA has
delivered a mess/we
loud and clear to the nation's football _coaches
- the penalty for
violating the rules is going to be a stiff one from
now on with no leniency
and no plea bargaining.
Like some hanging
judge of the Old West,
the policy-making
NCAA Council sounded
its warning Sunday by
overwhelmingly
upholding a three-year
probation against the
University of Florida,
which included the stiffest penalty Fri The
history of college football - a _reduction
total seholarships from
95 to 85 this year and
then to 75 in 1986.
Florida also was limited
to a maximum of 20
scholarships rather
than the accustomed 30
in both years.
The vote to reject
Florida's appeal
reportedly was 43-0,
with one abstention -

• Wilford S. 'Bailey of
Auburn 'University.
• setretary of - the ,
Southeastern Conference, who had written the Council on behalf
of the SEC supporting
Florida's appeal for a .
reduction of the penalty.
Bailey's letter called the
limitation' in total
scholarships "undulysevere."
_
The Council, Florida's
court of last resort
within the NCAA,
wasn't listening.
a "Florida ju'st came up
at the wrong time," a
Council member, who
ask - nOt- to be iden:
tified, told -The
Associated Press, The
-source said there was
_even _pome sentiment to
chop Florida to 65
scholarships - five less
than permitted in Division I-AA - and then
revert to 85-75 to make'
the uhLverskty's president, 'Marshall M.
Criser,'"lek goad" for
cooperating with the
NCAA.

•
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Wilkins scores 24 in Murray victory; Lady Tigers improve to 6-3
41.4
By CHRIS EVANS
hosts could depend on.
game at 6:30 p.m.
"It's a big district
Sports Writer
Although the score
Lady Tigers 58
game at Mayfield," said
--HICKMAN - Mike . _failed to show it "the
Lady Pilots 36
Harrell. "One we feel
-Wilkins. Murray.. High ga.mewas played with a
, Size was the major like we have to win in
• school's 6-foot-1 senior verY close and intense factor in the Lady order to
stay In. the
guard, set the pace with atmosphere as • Mur- Tigers 22-point win over hunt."
- 24 points Saturday night- ray's offense exerted a the hosts according to
Offensively against
at Hickman as. the._ _tremendous effort in Murray coach Jimmy
the Lady Pilots Murray
Tigers overturned order to gain its 18-point Harrell. Fulton County
Fulton County -71-53. In margin Of victory and did not- have much size had four starters to
women's - . action the Ai largest lead of the but. were very quick he break the double-figure
barrier with Swift's high
-Lady Tigers enjoyed a ballgame.
said.
58-36 victory over the
"The played with a lot
Harrell noted that the 13 points at the helm.
Pilot women as Sheri of emotion against us 29 offensive rebounds Laura Thompson
Swift produced a game tonight (Saturday ) and and 30 'defensive gave dumped in 12 points
high 13 points to lead the they had a very vocal the Tiger women la while Diana Ridley
well-rounded Murray crowd behind ,them," distinct advantage over- picked up 11 with 15 rebounds. VOnnie Hays
attack.
•
Miller said.
the Lady Pilots.
completed the show
Tigers 71
During the second
"If they could-get
Pilots 53
half the Tigers were down the court and'get with 10 points.
"This is always a carried by the shooting off a shot before we got
Boys's&
tough place to play of "Wilkins who picked set up then they were all
MURRAY 1711 - W681'5 4-4 14,
4Hickman)," said Murup 18 of his game high 24 right, but our size allow- Wilkins 8 8-10 )t; Rutledge 1 0-0 2;
Randolph 11 243 12, Dailey 41-5 II,
ray -coach Cary Miller
points during the final ed us to beat them on the Steely
30-116, McClure 1 0.J12 Totals
"They really play well two periods.
boards," said the Mur- - 2717.36 71.
FULTON CO (53) - Coffey 2 3.7
down here. We were forMark West added fri ray coach.
7. Strong 1 002. Fitz 7 5-7 19. Dean-1
tunate to win. We knew points to the win while
0.02.
Mangold 0 2-2 2. Bishop 101-3
The win promotes the
they were going to make David Randolph produc- Lady Tiger record to 6-3 21 Totals - 21 11-21 53
Halftime - Muth(' y-32. Fulton Co
several good runs ed 12 points and- Paul and according to Har- 23
Girls's&
against us."
Dailey 11.
rell the support they
MURRAY 1581 - D Ridley 5 1-4
Miller said-_ the Pilots
The win boosted the need to face district foe- II: Thompson $ 8-812. Swift 27-13
13: Hays 42-2 10. K Ridley 4 0-2 8:
were a quick team that Tigers redbrd to 10-3.
Mayfield tonight on the 't Thurmond
2 0.04 Totals - 21 16-29
likes to rely on fast of.
road. Action is set to get 58
FULTON
tense lut- when the
CO 1361', WM-era 248
Murray's:- boys will underway TolloWitig a
9 Holder 3 00 6: Westbrook 10.2
height of the Tigers in- host Wing° Tuesday freshman • boys match 8.
2. Gaston 02.2 2. M Holder 3 4-5 10:
vaded the Fulton County night at home with tip- up with the Cardinals W'llson 32-4 6 Totals - 12 12-21 36
HalfUme - Murray 31, Fulton Co
court_ there was littlethe off of the junior varsity that begins at6 p.m.
' 22,
,
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We make it wor
If you re *e inust-peop
about electricity

1(
7

'you probably don't spend much time thinking

.But we do. because bringing you electricity is our business And
you can count on us tO continue providing reliable electric service
to your home 24 hours a day in all kinds of weather We
make it work

Jr

'
..,._lectncity serves you best when you use it efficiently By avoiding
waste. you'll enjoy the benefits of usang electricity and save money
tOci It works'

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most
for your money.

TN West Kentucky Coop. Corp.
Rural Electric

753-5012

•

BOARDMINDERS - (Above) Murray
High center Vonnie Hays banks In two of her
10 points While (right) Tiger defender Mark
West (15) tries to deflect a shot by Fulton
0ounty's, Roy Bishop who led all Pilot
scorers Saturday with 21 points.
Photos by ChrbrEvans-
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The People Who Bring You Electricity
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Lady Racers break 5-game losing streak
Judy Garland must
have been telling the
truth when she said
there was no place like
home in the Wizard of
Oz..
For the Murray State
Lady Racers, the
Garland 'observation
came true as they broke
a five-game losing
streak by beating
Akron, 73-165, in Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference encounter in
Racer Arena.
"We were starting to
have second thoughts
about ourselves after
losing some close games
the past few weeks,"
observed MSU coach
Bud Childers. "This is
the greatest thing that

NIB

cquld have happened to
us moral-wise."
MSU relied on some
gutsy individual performances and an innovative defense to improve its record to 6-8
overall, 1-1 in con ference action.
Point guard •Shawna
Smith played on a
swollen ankle and still
hit a career high 22
points. Freshman Lynnette Hayden added
stability at the post position by grabbing a
game-high 10 rebounds
and adding 11 points.
Teamwise, MSU Installed a 2-3 matchup
defense on Saturday
morning which worked
well against Akron that

evening.
during the last minute
Childers. said, "The the MSU women led by
key behind this Win is as much as 10.
we went into it knowing
Ottinger was a terror
we could win. This is the all over the court for the
best we've been victors. She scored 13
prepared all year and points on four of six
the credit for that - shots from the floor plus
shauld go to Connie five free throws on six
(Keasling, MSU ass's-. attempts. She also made
tant coach)."
five steals and four
The game was tiekat assists and snatched
halftime, 35-all, thin five rebounds.
again at 55-alt with 7:22
Complementing her
to go. A Connie Logsdon teammate with another
layup off a Smith assist consistent perforhiance
tripped the hammer for was Mina Todd who
the Lady Racers as they scored in double figures
fired off a 13-4 binge (10) for the llth time in
over the next five the last 12 games. Todd
minutes.
leads the team' with 13
During the run, Smith points per game..
and Melody Ottinger
Akron dipped to 6-7
each had four points and and 0-2.

-Tonight the Lady
Racers play host to
Youngstown State
before traveling to a
non-league game
Wednesday against
Southeast Missouri in
Cape Girardeau.

Up
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CAN'T STDI' 'EM - Calloway
County ran away with both Saturday
night games against'Tilghman. Brad
Skinner (shooting above).-seored 1,7
points and Lady Laker Sherri
Gallimore (right) had 10 in the winning efforts.
Photos by David Tuck

UK, Florida, Mississippi State lead SEC
The Associated Press
It's an unusual spot
for Florida and
Mississippi State and
one to which Kentucky
has long been accustome d - atop the
Southeastern Conference basketball
standings.
The three teams currently share first place
with 3-1 records, with
the two newcomers each
getting a chance to test

the old warrior this
week.
Mississippi State
visits Kentucky
Wednesday night and
Florida makes the trip
to Rupp Arena for a
Saturday clash.
Neither team has had
much success in Lekington, where State has
a 3-28 record and
Florida a 2-24 mark.
The three-way
deadlock developed

Saturday --when
The State-Kentucky
Alabama trimmed Ken- clash is' one of four
tucky 60-58 and Auburn league games set for
smacked Mississippi Wedneaclay night.
State 62-53, while
Florida was knocking Elsewhe, Auburn
off Mississippi 82-64.
entertains Alabama,
In other SEC action Georgia visits Florida
Saturday, league and Vanderbilt is at
favorite Louisiana State Tennessee. LSU and-Ole
,overcame a 9-point Miss battle in Oxford
-halftime deficit to whip - Thursday nigpt and the
Tennessee, 75-65 and Saturday slate, headed
Georgia toppled by Florida-Kentucky,
Vanderbilt-80-73.
has Alabama at Tennessee
. Auburn at
•
• •
Georgia, I.:SU at Vandy
and Ole Miss at
"It's him," Young Mississippi State.
said. "The afresting,officers recognized him."
Soliciting an act of
prostitution is a misdemeanor that carries a
$500 fine and-or six months in jail.

Man identified as Moses caught soliciting LOS ANGELES ( AP
-.A man identified as
Olympic track hero Edwin Moses has .been
booked for investigation
o f' soliciting a
policewoman for prostitution, police said.
Edwin Corley Moses
was arrested early Sunday morning during a
Hollywood prostitution
sweep, said Sgt. David
Young of the Hollywood

McEnroe wills
S100.000 title
NEW YORK (API John McEnroe cruised
by Ivan Lendl 7-5, p-o,
6-4 Sunday to cal:Mire
his second consectitive
$400,000 Volvo MasterL
tennis chamPlonship
The victory was
worth $100,000 to
McEnroe, the world's
No. 1 player. Lendl, of
Czechoslovakia", who
was seeded third in the
12-player field, earned
$60,000.

'

6
6-6.

Division.
A very small amount
of marijuana also was
found in Moses' car,
said police Cm d r.
Willi4m Booth, but he
said Moses would not be
booked for that, coinmenting, "He's beenbooked for all he's going
to be booked for."
Young said the arresting officers and
others at the police station confirmed the _man
was the track star. The
man's description and
date of birth were identical to Moses'.

Moses, 28, has long
been, the dominant
400-meter hurdler in the
world. He won his second Olympic gold
medal at the Los
Angeles Games this
summer after having
captured his first in 1976
at Montreal

EVERY TUESDAY IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS

CARLIL.r,

By DAVID TUCK
Sports Writer
PADUCAH - The
Calloway County Laker
boys and girls roundbailers combined to
outscore their hosts at
Paducah Tilghtnan by a
whopping .3.3 points
Saturday night.
In the opener, the
Laker girls maintained
a 20 -point lead
throughout the third
quarter in a 62-47 win.
Calloway's boys then
dealt the Blue Tornado a
74-56 setback.
The Laker boys started the game slowly, but they picked up
the tempo in the Second
quarter. Tilghman's
Mike Randle canned a
90-foot baseball-style
heave at the end of the
first period, but
Calloway still held a
13-10 advantage.
Calloway later scored
two baskets in the final
three seconds of the
half. Brad Skinner's
baseline jumper was
good, and Mark
,Waldrop's theft of "the
inbouruis pass put the
Lakers in front 32-26 at
the half.
"Our defense
dominated the
ballgame," Laker boys
coach Jack Pack said.
The girls' opener may
have looked like an easy
win, but coach John Orr
was not exuberant with
his praise.
"We just weren't
ready to play tonight,"
Orr said. "I kept
waiting, but the defense
never got in synch."
The Lady Lakers
return to the court
,tonight for a 6:30 varsity
contest at Carlisle County, while the Laker boys
will get a break from
competition until Fri
daynight's visit to Murray High.
boys game
CALLOWAY CO (74) - Johnson 6
10-13 22, Skinner 65-747; Potta 4 3-4
11, Waldrop 6 6-7 18, Nht 0 1-2 1.
Foster 0 1-2 1. Garrbon. Mickey 1 0-0
2, Adams 1 11-02, Garrison. Mark 0
0-00 Totals 18 26-55 71
TILGHMAN i 561 - Smith 5 3-7 15
Rouse 1 4-46, Wilson 3 7337, Staples
74-4 18, Reptile 30-0 6, Hancock 0-0
2. Tivia 0 0-0 0. Gross 1 0-0 2 Totals
22 12-21 56.
gtrb game
CALLOWAY CO 162 - Moss 13-5
5, Malcolm 70.6 14. Anderson 9 1-4
19. Hill 1 3-67; Gallimore 50-3 10
Ross 0 1-2 I. Darnell 0 1.3 I.
Eldredge 01-3 1. Marquardt 0 2.2 2.
Grimes 1 0-02; Banks. Johnson 0 0-0
0 Totals 24 14-33 ea.
TILGHMAN (47) - Underwood 2
246. Tolbert 61-2 13;,Johnson 10.2
2. Dudley 1 0-1 2, Copeland 1 1-3 9.
Lowery 2 4-8 8. Copper 3 1-2 7. War
fteld 00-1 0. Senter. Wcioldridge 0 0-0
0 Totals 19 9-25 47

NOW
8.8% A.PR.*
ON ALL
NEW
NISSAN
-TRUCKS!
• Lowest taCtOry:
sponsored financing
available!. Otter good On any, 85
Nissan truck
• Choose from a large
selection
This otter is available to, a
limited time only So see
us today'

6

s

Whelf Suppois Lilt

Heavy-Duty
Booster -Cables,_
f s'Je and inil:.-DOst re,

19

Offer Good Al[ DaN

TACO JOHNS;
Across From MSU Stadium

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

a Percentage Sete to
buyefs

National Basketball Association
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlanta Division

Phoenix
L A Clippers
Portland
Seattle
Pct

Boston
Philadelphia
Washington
New Jersey
New York
Milwaukee
Detroit
Chicago
Atlanta
Indiana
Cleveland

Denver
Houston
Dallas .
Utah
San Ant2plo
Kansaarity
I. A Leiters

32
31
6
20 17
18 20
13 27
Central Divisisin
26 14
21 16
- 18 19
15 22
11 •••
10 24
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
22 .16
21 ul
20 i7
17 21
16 20
13 24
Pacific Diemen
26 12

GB

836
4
541 314
474 14.
325 20

gunday's parries
Detroli 121 1:A takers 92'
New Jersey 100 Houston Vii
, Milwaukee 140. "lenver 116
PitIladelphla 115, Washington 104
Dallas 134, Portland 101
• Seattle 119 Kansas City 114

650 566
34
486 64
406 04
747 134
294 13

575 .568
4
511
14
447 5
444
5
351
Ella
624

26 19
513
18 21„ .,402
17 21
447
17 22
436
29
270

Hope Golf Classic
PALM
AP - Final acores arm
money-winnings' Sunday in the $5120
000
Classic on the 6,478 yard. par 72 Indian
ClUb course .7i-won sudden death playoff
x-Lanny Waditins. $90.000
67.67 66-66-65 Craig Stadler. 554,000
62-6264-69-46- .1;;,-Hubert Green,$34 000
66-66-65 70.65-3.40
Ron Streek . 124.000
62-67.6S 76 70- 341
Buddy Gardnr.618250
74,64.87 71-44-54i
FtavTloyd, 518.250 •
70-65-66 70 67- 341:
Larry Mize $182581
62.66 e7 66 71

Weekend College Basketball Scores
Saturday's College Basketball
Cleveland St. 62. Wis„-Green Bay
Texas Christian 24 Baylor 66
By The Auociatod Press
66
Texas-El Paso 77 Wyoming 56
EAST
Dayton 81, Cincinnati 66
Texas Southern Si) Jackson S, 54
Boston Coll. el. Seton Hall 66 DePaul 69. Houston 68
Tulsa 70 Creighton 66
Bucknell 76, Rider 57
Drake 68, S Illinois 63
FAR WEST
Cantina 68, Colgate 42
E. Illinois
N lowa 6.i
•
Arizoii. St 77 California 71,
Connecticut 76, Pittsburgh 74
lit-Chicago 84. Valparaiso 64
,
Cal !nine 49 Pacific 64.
Cornell 73, Marist 61
Illinois 75. Michigan St 63
Fullerton St 73 Utah St 72
Fairleigh Dickinson 76. Robert
Illinois St 313 Wichita St 80. OT
Loyola 'Calif 73 Azusa Pacifi,
Morrts 63
Indiana 90. Wisconsin 66
Montana 60 Idaho 54
Fordham 74. Fairfield 72
Kent St. 64, N Rlinois 56
Montana St 83 Boise St 77
Georgetown 52, Villanova 50, OT
Loyola, 111 86. Detroit 79
Nebralka.86. Colorado St 76 20.7
Harvard 77. Penn 75,
Miami. Ohio 58. E Michigan 42
N Arizona 75, Weber St 61',
Holy Cross-76, Manhattan 66
Michigan 81, Purdue 65
Nev.-Las Vegas M. Fresno NI136
Lafayette 75, Towson St 56
Minnesota 66. Iowa 57
New Mexico el_ Air Force 50
Lehigh 64, Delaware 63
Missouri 84, Kentucky St 68
New Mexico St 85 Long Beach
Long Island U 74. Loyola. Md 66
Notre Dame 63. Marquette 62
St 79
Navy 79, James Madison 85
Ohio St 79, Northwestern 511
Pepperchne 87 SY. Texas St 70
Niagara 66, Vermont 54
Ohio U 79. Bowling Green 57
San Diego 66 *SW Baptist 36
Northeastern 88, Siena 68
Oregon St 56, Kansas St. 56
San Diego St 89. Brigham Young.
•
Princeton 73, Dartmouth 57
St Louie 77. Xavier: Ohio 67
70
Rhode Island 72, Duquesne 63
SW Miesourt 61 W. Illinois 55
San Jose St 74. Cal-Santa Bar
Rutgers 88, Penn St 71
Toledo 68. Ball St 67
bare 56
St Joseph's 76, St. Bonaventure
-11 Michigan 98 --ernr- MTChIgan
SoliThein• CaT7$9 Washington St
52
83
"
62
St Peter's 60. La Salle 59
SOUTHWEST
• St Mary s 104 IS Internationa.
Syracuse 71, Providence 63
Alabama St 76 Prairie View 64
52
Temple 62, George Washington 55
Arkansas 64. Texaa 58
Stanford-5.5 1krizana 5:
W Virginia 83, Massachusetts 59
Ark -Little Rock AO, Hardin.
TOURNAMENTS
Wagner 108, St Francis. Pa 91
Simmons 65
Tnnrty Classic
Wheeling 92, W Virginia St 81
Houston Baptist lb. Centenary 56
Championship
Yale 86, New Hampshire 63
Louisiana Tech 76, Texas
Washington U 70 Trinity 66
SOUTH
Arlington 65
Sunday s Scores
Alabama 60, Kentucky 58
McNees, St. 76, Arkansas_ SL 70
SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham
S Florida
Oklahoma 98. NW Louisiana 62
So Methodist 84 N Carolina r.
52
Oral Roberts 66 Oklahoma Clty
SOUTHWEST
Alcorn St 88, Miss Valley St 68 62
Texas Tech 76 Rice 54
Auburn 62, Miastasippt St 53
B
Bethune-C
6
ookman 76. Md -E
Shore
Campbell 44, Winthrop 41
Davidson 70, Appalachian St 68
Duke 71, Washington 59
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Campbell Co .4
Catholi,
E. Tennessee St. 94. Citadel 90.
By The Associated Press
OT
Saturday's Games
Evangel Invitabriao
. I Florida 82, Mississippi 64
Boys
Christian Academy 0-, lThrtlanG
George Mason 82. Radford 57
Adair Co 57. Barren Co 56
Christian 47
Georgia 80, Vanderbilt 73
Anderson Co .64. W Anderson 46
Girls
Georgia Southern 63. Samford 58
Betsy Layne 73_ Allen Central
Bath's P14 Lawrence.Co 22
Iona 72, New Orleans 66
Boone Co 82, Erlanger Lloyd 70
Butler 57 Centre., C'it 151
Jacksonville 82. N.0 Charlotte :"2
Bourbon Co 82. Fairview 57,
Calloaay- Co .61
Pads at
Louisiana St. 75, Teti:lessee 65
Breathitt Co 69. Lee Co 53
Tilghman 47
Louisville 63 Florida St 62 !'
Broasart 65, Bellevue 47
Lou Atherton 62 Sacred Heart 4
Memphla St 82. S. Mlasissippl 80
Cin
lOhlo r Hughes 72. Lax
Lou Collegiate 46 Lax. Sayre 35
Mercer 03. Georgia St. 82
Bryan Station 57
Lou Doss 64. Lou Central 34
Middle Tenn. 75. Morehead St 63
Clay Co 69 Bell Co 37
Murray 58 Fulton Co. 36
Murray,St 64, Akron 51
Madison Central 64. Montgomery
Pulaski Co 56 Case) Co 311
N Carolina ANT 64. Howard U 53 Co 63
Reidland
72 Paducah St Mar.'
NE Louisiana 77, N Texas St 64
Metcalfe Co 62. Glasgow 59
'
North Carolina 65. Virginia 61
Mlllersburg Military M. River
Old Dominion 84, W Kentucky 78 side 71
Richmond 75, N C.-Wilmington 52
Ohio Co -90. Fordsville 52
.
S Carolina St. 09, Delaware St 57
Oldham Co 68, Wolfe Co .59
Southern U 106, Grambliror 75
College Bowl Games
Oldham Co 68, Wolfe co 59
NW Louisiana 77, Stetson 65
At A Glance
Owensboro Apollo 79
Tennessee St. 66, Augusta 57
By The Associated Press
Brecktruidge Co 771
Tennessee Tech 58, E. Kentucky
Saturday Jan 12
Pulaski Co. 70. Soknerset SS'
57
Redown Classic
Ftaceland
F,
Ohio. 48
Tn -Chattanooga 64. Marshall 63
At Atlanta
Rummell 66. W Carter 56
OT
Scluthwestern Athletic All-Star,
Sheldon Clark 68. Bracken Co 51
Virginia Tech 109, S. Carolina ea
14. Mid-Eastern Athletic,
.
Spencer Co 57. Carroll Co 53
• Carollrui 66. Turanian 61
•
Senior Bowl
St Xavier 74. Butler 66
Wake Forest 83. Clemson 61
At Mobile. Ala
University 'Heights 60 Hughes
William & Mary 67, E. Carolina Kirk 44
South 23 North 7
53 ".
Sunday, Jan 13
Whttesburg 77 Hazard 76
.
MIDWEST
Ricoh Japan Bowl
.•
Famous Recipe Classic '
Bradley 65, W. Texas St 46
At Yokohama Japan
Hopkinsville Sa Walton Verona
Butler 60 Evansville 66
K est 2S
:4
61.

High school Basketball

Football

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

413ARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
Has Moved To
200 N. 4th Street
Former Location Of Hendon's Service Station

Oil

Changes - Mufflers
Brakes - Shocks - Minor Repairs
SERVICE SPECIALS

FRONT DISC
BRAKES
MUFFLERS
$2995*
Installed
Double Wrapped
Aluminized Shell
Welded Baffles 8. Seams
Whisper Quiet Sound

$5495*
Installed
New Front Disc Brakes
Turn Rotors
Inspect Bearings
Inspect Seals
Repack Bearings
itqad Test

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks

Murray Nissan
Chrysler-Dodge

1C (IA

For $

PAGE

:National Basketball -issociation
MURRAY STATE 1751 - Todd 4-8
2.2 10. Smalley 0.1 2-42, OtUnger 44
54 13.. Smith 10-17 2.2 22. Latta 3-8 1-I
7; Leigisdort 34 2-4 111
, Hayden 3-12 1-2
11. Kohring 1.1 0-02 Totals - 29-57
15,21 71
AKRON ow) - Norria 1-7 14 12:
Heck 2-4 0-0 4, Doboah 4-9, 0-3 B.
Hollish 5-7 1-1 II. Turner 7-11 0-0 14.
De Ascent!'1-1 1-23. Arnold 34 0-06 ,
Whatinough 2-5 1-35. Stanoch 1-4 0-0
2 Totals - 29467-11 66
Total rebounds - MSU 33. AK 30
Top rebounders - MSU. Hayden 10,
AK. Doboah. Turner 6 apiece 'Fur
foyers - MSU 20. AK 24
Fouls - MSU112. AK 21 Fouled
out - AK. Doboah, Turner
Att - 250 i approx

Both Calloway hoop teams handle Tilghman
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S

QUANTITIES LIMITED

S 12th St
753 7114

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

cow AiiVE COMIr AND0411W

Chestnut St.
753-2571

ISariff

41-4.7OR4/01701

ne3

Phone 753-6001
Most American Cars & Light Trucks. Some Foreign Cars.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Group takes long strides toward recognition
%1\4
'
,

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
DaPbrite said that dancers on MTV.
ing toe. He claims to -children's model in
( AP i — Five men are while practicing
Dennis Ensmengfr have entered the U.S. plastic.
taking long strides stiltwalking in
his envisions stiltwalker Patent Office in
Ensmenger and other
toward gaining recogni- neighborhood, •
- FOR TUESDAY,.JANUARY 15, 1985
he'd rock bands and Washington wearing the association
members
tion for their new inter- "have 15 or 20 kids
restaurants. The prototype to tap-dance a have a mission
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
that
national association.
follow me."
Goldendale, Wash., man "Xankee Doodle Dan- should result
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 2D
in better
The men — four from
Masteey
of
the
craft
might
is well throw in dy" routine. The inven- attendance at the
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Guard against impulsive financial
se,
the Louisville area and led Louisvillian Dennis dance
troupes judging tor said the exarrither cond stiltwalkers
decisions. You'll take the lead in
ARIES
one from Washington Matthekvs to the stage.
from
his
efforts to refine told him he could skip convention.
romance. Hobbies and leisure events
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
state — gathered,here Last year he performed
the somewhat primative the rest of the
"Our goal is to lotate
Haste makes waste, but concen- are happily emphasized.
recently to exchange on stilts in the Kentucky
stilt models.
demon.stration all the 'stiltwalkers
trated effort regarding career, SAGITTARIUS
tall tales and discuss Opera Association's
Ensmenger has a pa- Wednesday:,
around the world."
research and investments brings Nov.22 tO Dec. 21)
their high hopes for production of "La
tent pending for a stilt
He hopes soon to begin Bowen said. So far he
Don't
be
abrupt
with
family
a
favorable results.
solving common Boheme."
with a hinged foot that production of the has found 100,
member. Low-key activities are best
TAURUS
including
problems.
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Dayton girl dies during transplant

The Ledger & Times will
publish its third annual Profile
section on February 28th.
Profile is designed to allow
each Murray business to be
represented through ads (at a
special"' low rate) and news
stories.
Profile will be distributed to
every Murray household and will
be available for visitors at the
Chamber of Commerce.
Don't be left out.
Call today to be included in the
extra special edition.

PITTSBURGH (AP)
— Officials at
Presbyterian University Hospital say it will be
today before it is known
for certain .why a
16-year-old Dayton, Ky.,
girl died during her second liver transplant
operation in three days.
Hospital spokesman
Tom Meehan said Nina
Chandler died about
8:30 p.m. EST Sunday
night, just three hours
after she was returned
to surgery.

"She died during the
surgery. I don't know
the cause of death as
yet." Meehan said Sunday night.
Miss Chandler underwent a liver transplant
operation on Friday, but
was taken back into
surgery Sunday after
"the liver she received
just failed to function,"
said hospital spokesman
Tom Chakurda.
"It was a gradual
decision," Chakorda
said of the second

Where more
Americans find
age.refund

mite family had no
idea that Miss Chandler
was seriously ill until
last week, although she
hadn't felt well for
several weeks.
"We thought because
of the bad weather that.
she might have the flu,"
said her father.
"Everybody seemed to
have it, and she had the
same symptoms —
stomach cramps and
that."
Chakurda said it was "fortunate" that a liver
was available for Sun-day's second transplant.
He said Miss Chandler
was in "critical" condition and therefore was
considered top priority
for a second liver.
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transplant. "They (doctors) monitor the function of the organ and
they were not satisfied.
Finally, they felt they
had to perform a second
transplant."
, Miss Chandler was,
diagnosed only last
week as having a
hereditary liver
disease. She and her
parents, Bill and Edith
Chandler, were rushed
to Pittsburgh on a
chartered plane from
Cincinnati, just north of
Dayton across the °his
River.
She was suffering
from Wilson's disease,
characterized by abnormal accumulation of
copper in the liver,
Chakurda said.
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Found Michael Monical

$394!
We can't promise everyone
this. but in a recent survey of
customers who got refunds. 3
out of4 believe they got bigger
refunds than if they did their
'own taxes. 3 out of 4'

WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO VISIT YOU
Just engaged" New parent" 1P-11
Moved/ I'd like tO visit you with
useful gifts and information I'll
also bring cards you can redeerefor more gifts at focal
businesses It's a friendly visit
to help-you get answers about
town, goods and services All
free to you
Kathryn putland
Hosting
753-307T
Ingeborg King Asst.
492-8348
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Farm policy disputes may soon be settled
WASHINGTON .4 AP) - The administration
may be dose to settling some internal disputes
over farm policy and how government programs
can be pruned back over the next few years.
PresidentReagan plans to send his new budget •
proposals to Congress on Feb. 4 for the fiscal
year that will begin next Oct. 1. The budget
material is expected to reflecttthe administration's farm policy strategy on Capitol Hill this
year.
Congress is set to design a new omnibus farm
bill to replace the Agricultural and Food Act of
1981, which is due to expire this year. The•administration wants to rollback some of the price
support and payment -features of the old program and put greater reliance on the
marketplace.
As a step in that direction, the propo• sed budget
to be sent Congress next month is expected to
urge that many Agriculture Department programs be cut .back sharply or eliminated
altogether.
. One of Vie department's senior policy officials
says that the sniping between USDA and the Office of Management and Budget has eased and
that the administration hopes to put the finishing
touches on a farm' bill "by the -first or second
week" of Febrtsary.
"It don't think that there's ever been any real
serious problems on the numbers," said Randy
M. Russell, deputy assistant secretary for
economics. "It's been more on some of the
policies used to achieve those numbers - and
we've basically ironed out the tifferences." •
Russell said Tuesday in an interview that "we

can buy the overall numbers that OMB was
floating in the budget. It was a question of what
policy assumptions you use to get to tirse
numbers."
Although Russell would not be specific about
the numbers involved in recent disputes.
rflany
have seeped out in recent weeks.
For example._ owl. oieLpavic; _Stockman,-.a.
long-time critic of government farm programs,
initially wanted to do away entirely with soitan
d
water conservation prOgrams. This has been
opposed by Agriculture Secretary John It. Block,
among others.
Massive cutbacks still are being considered.
'but conservation groups are hopeful that Block'
s
efforts will help ease the blow.
-Another initial recommendation by OMB included a limitation of $10.000 per farm on federal
crop payments in any one year, Compared with a
$50,000 limit at the present time. A lid of $200,000
per farm- watliroposed for price support loans.
compared with no limit on loans now.
• The gOvernment's dairy price support program also would have been eliminated by the initial round of budget proposals.
More recently.,Block reportedly has prevailed
upon the budge/ cutters -to modify some of the
proposals so that an initiar$20,000 limit on direct
payments is now being considered instead of the
$10,000 lid. However, the limit woulirgradually
be reduced to $10,000 by 1988. The $200,000 limit
on loans, however, is still being talked about.
The. outright elimination of dairy price supports has been changed instead to a phase-out
over several years.

Jobs may be available in 4-H

•
-College students or Emergency Medica
l swimming instructor tend 41-1 camps
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fill it with salt water, he
ducer this would ,be a
Prices-may average veterinary services,
good meeting to attend. meet on Thursday nights said. However, a solar $65 to $69 per hun- death losses
and other
The Lynn Grove Area also at 7:00 p.m.
pond cannot be placed dredweight in 1985, com- expenses, the
steer
class will meet Tuesday
These meetings are near something like an pared with about $65 would have to bring its
night at 7:00 p.m. and designed
with
owner 466.86 per hunthe underground stream last year.
will
discuss
grain farmers in mind and are because it would pick up f Looking at Corn Belt dredweight on the
April
marketing and -outlook taught by
Johnnie -Some 'of the heat and _tattle feeding opera- market, the report said.
decisions with guest, Dr. Stockdale, Vocational carry it away, he said.
tions, the report showed
Thus, according to
Furg Hunter, President Agriculture Teacher. All
Potential - problems in a cost analysis that USDA's figures, there is
of Ag Marketing Con- those interested in mak- with solar ponds include producers will have to
a chance for some profit
sultants, Inc, of New ing your farming opera- strong winds that make get nearly $67 per
hun- or at least break-even
Madrid, Missouri. Dr. tion more profitable
Mayfield, Ky.
is waves and mix the salt dredweight to break cattle feeding in the
Hunter is a fanner and encouraged to join one
water with 'the fresh even on a feedlot steer coming months.
marketing specialist you these classes.

•

Milk sales studied

Simple solar pond may bei(ey to cheaper
grain drying for farmers in Midwest area

Breathitt Veterinary Center
fee policy explained to patrons

Adult farmer classes
at Vocational Center

Tobacco allotment
applications takvii--,,

Spring cattle prices
not expected to bring
unexpected proms

Humphries Loose
Leaf Warehouses
Receiving Tobacco
For 2nd and 3rd

Dark Fired Sale
Plenty of Room!

Final Air Cured Sale
Fri. Jan. 18th
247-3370

Workshop scheduled
Kentucky's first
statewide workshop on
the use of computers in
agriculture will be held
at the Research and
Education- Center at
Princeton from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. on Feb. 26.
• Robert Fehr, director
of the Agricultural Data
Center for the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, said the
workship will inform
farmers about record
_-keepinr- requirements
for a computerized commodity analysis system.
Speakers will stress
what information should
be kept, how often to
-keep It and what kind of
summaries will be

useful. - Session topics 'include; accounting,
marketing, crops,
dairy, beef, swine,
spreadsheet-database
managers, agricultural
networks and an introd uc t ion to
_microcomputers.
With information
from this workshop,
Fehr said a farmer
should be able to review
compufer software and
hardware to see-If cornputers will aid his
agricultural operation.
Anyone interested in attending the. -W0fkificipshoUld contact his county agricultural Extension agent.

Southern States
We carr

Save on Feed, Seed,
Fertilizer and Pet Supplies

y a full line of
Big Red Dog, Cat and
Guinea Pig Food. Save Now!

•Lay Pellets
•Pig Starter Pellets
'Rabbit Pellets
*Protein Supplement Pellets
*Dog Feed Pellets
•Horse Feed Pellets

Save $1.00

...Keeping Calloway County
Grain in Calloway County
and Savings in your Pocket...

on a 50 lb. bag of
Big Red Nuggets or
Big Red High Energy
Dog Food:

^

Coupon Valid at
Southern States through
Jan. 31, 1985

Buchanan Feed.81 Seed
,Industrial Road

753-5378

Industrial Road

•
110, •

-

Murray

753-1423

•

rAGt:
4r
•
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Mother hopes for continuing 'miracle
in 6-Near-old heart patient's condition

SCOTTSVILLE, Ky. she could be on the Rath
API - An Allen County to recovery.
girt-who was APhettilliodi , Mrs. 13ratcher said
to undergo a rare pr)- apprehension was her
cedure of connecting a chief reaction when a
donor heart to her own neighbor brought Cynafter Christmas has thia the skates, but the
shown such improve- child has adapted well.
A roller-skating child
ent that the operation
has been postponed, her whose weight. has increased from 32 to 34%
Mother says.
In fact, 6-year-old pounds is quite a difSpecial Good Jan 1 1 17
CP1Iida-.13ratchey's en- ferent sight from the.
durance has improved Cynthia of last summer.
Try Olor Dencleas Reessiesade Plea
She had suffered from
so much that she can
glide arouhd her Scott- recurring bronchitis for
sville 'home, on roller two yeats, and last sumChestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
skates without getting mer's medical tests for
too tired, says mother a brbrichial- infection
--raised-questions - about,Terry -Brateiter.,, '
"I want her home as that diagnosis. Doctors
long as we see improve- at the Vanderbilt
ment," Mrs. 33ratcher Children's Hospital in
Nashville. Tenn., idolsaid.
Cynthia's restrictive titled the problem and
ACROSS
43 Sticky
Answer to Previous Puzzle
cardiomyopathy causes estimated that, without
substance
her heart to-weaken and a transplant, she would
SHAD
PAPA
SHE
4.4 Poker stake
'Drunkard
enlarge.
Another effect live two months to two
,PATE
4 Orie,defeated
45 Negative prefix
OIL
ETON
47 Harvest
9.Remuneration
has been that blood years.
ATOM
PEE
ATEN
1 2 Stalemate
49 Pellucid
backs up in her lungs .Cynthia will return to
P0
V
'3"1Ahrte poplar
53 Performers
and causes her blood Vanderbilt for a
'4 Before
57 Pitching slat
A
.011
checkup later this
Aarninq device
pressure there to rise.
58 Having dull
A
0 SE
A
.1
its light,N,
finish'
That's why doctors month.
A
A
19 Encourage
60 Rodent '
Her mother said that
planned to add a
2 1 Sodium symbol
61 Spread tor.
R S
transplanted *heart even .if she still needs
drying
2F Jetorate
A
A MIN
2-.) Border
62 Collect
rather than replace her the operation, the
2' mtspiace4.1
A V
A
63 One, no matter
organ. They had in- child's improvement
31 Dine
which
GA
A
E
A
A
dicated the additional will help her face the
32 Handy '
DOWN
EN
IT
D
N
pressure would over. surgery.
-_
35 Nrandor sheep
EN D
''Music as
E
whelm a newly
EAST_
"I'm:
36 Turf
hoping for the
writtehtransplanted heart,
37 Babylonian
2 Lubricate
big' miracle
8 Dinner course
complete
Check
8
while
Cynthia's
diseasdeity •
3P
- ekoe e g
20 Aunt.-in Spain
recovery," Mrs. Brat9 Footlike part
.38 Strict discipli4 Young sheep
ed
heart was accustom22 Athletic groups
cher said.
10 Exist _
-martens
•
5 Attentive
ed to the.pressure.
23 Having
11 Affirmative
4 1 Roman bronze "- 6 Compass point
Ihsuriince is.expected
branches
The University of. to
42 Calumny
7 Antlered animal
16 Male sheep
take care of 80 per24 Kind of type.
Alabama Fiokpital in
I
_
cent of Ure $80,000 opera1
Birmingham accepted
26 Abuses
tion. Mrs. Bratcher said
a
the girl into its program
28 River in Siberia
1
'she and _her _ daughter
1
- in November,and called
- 29 Rain and hail - would have to stay in
I
1
30 Plague
early last month to alert
1
01
%
17
1
32 Southern the family to an Birmingham for six
blackbird
months.
opening.
33 Spanish plural
However, Cynthia has
Mrs. Bratcher has not
article
PPP
14 25
77
35.Denude .
experienced encouraged further
39 Symbol tcy
"miraculous" improve- donations to the fund to
ruthenium
ment, in the words of coyer transplant costs,
40. Orgep of
her mother, and doctors jn light of Cynthia's rehearing
:
1E
37
41 Articre
concurred that the cent progress. The fund
44 Likely
•::
.P
i
.1
operation should be at Kentucky State Bank
41
46 Kind of bean
postponed.
contains $18,093.
48 High cards -42
"It's hard to go down
Cynthia's mother said
-- 49 Permit 50 Anger
to Birmingham and do she's hoping for a
45 4
4 1
1115
4
.
51 Insane
that (operation) when miracle. that can help
Obstruct
:52
she 'acts normal," Mrs. other patients too.
- 54 Anglo-Saxon
- Watcher said. "Maybe
"A personal touch'
mvey
e
she can get completely from God is nice, but
55 Hurried
E7
56 Pigpen
something that will help
59 Symbol for
Her activities indicate others would be better."
tantalum

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2 .Notice

2

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-26 1 7

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely
100% Natural

Special: Chicken Nuggets,
French Fries & Med. Drink

$ 1 99

100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

-

'

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759.4445

Strengthening
Stretching
Relaxation
8-Week s-S180
Starts Jon. 15th
435-4261
grIMErin5=-177
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra- charge!
Free pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574.

•

I

MI

•

M

Olds-Pont Cad -Buick

BEWARE of Stores
Without A SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

YOGA

I
I

•

ROOFING
Call
David
Cothey
For
f
Free
Estimate.

Ilete."--

WORLD OF SOUND

12"x12" STYROFOAM
ceiling tile- 3 patterns$.22 ea. Mid -South
Wholesale; 342. East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.
WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Fruit Baskets shipped nationwide. Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-AClown or Monkey, Cakes,
Free Delivery. VISA a MC.

•

435-4354
After 6 P.M.

Call 753-37 1 1

CHECK YOUR AD
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times'will be responsible for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can. be made. CHECK
YOUR AD carefully and notify The
Classified Advertising Department immediately in case of an error...

753-1916

I WANT TO TMANK YOU
FOR THI5-4WARD..

LADIE5
AND
GENTLEMEN

By Abigail

416.

e

Van Buren

Dad's Empty Promises Leave
Children With Broken Hearts

THAT WAS MY
I 5P1LLE(2
LAST COP OF
SOME. YOU
COFFEE!
CAN SUCK IT
001 OF MY
5WE ATER

I TOO)
A ti(E AT YOU.'
.3LiT
MiSSED YOU,
212Ni'T 12.
_OKAY.
' SO

TS NOT EMPTY

NCMi ,15 EMPTY

•

1" .

)01.4 ARRIVE HERE AT MIONIOHT,...
GUNMEN FIRE Al' MOU AT THE FFIGNT &UTE.IOU
WONDER WHY THEY'D SHoiDT
AT "AIR. WALKER/1*

I ri-ve LAW GORANCA OF
IVORY-LANA ALSO DUE
TO ARRIVE AT THE
5AME TIME.
NE'S OVER •,.,
DUE NOW...

15 IT F'055IEILE„HE WAS
THE INTENDED VICTIM 2

THEY SHOT AT ADU.
By misTAKE

°MORROW: WAVY, NOT.

DEAR ABBY: I am a divorced They are real men!
womanjaising three children under
CONSTANTLY WORRIED
15, which .is not easy, but that's
another letter.
DEAR WORRIED:Quit worryThis is about a problem I've had ing about birth control methods
since my divorce four years ago. My that might not work, and hotex-husband, who lives on the West foot it to your family planning
Coast, has promised our children clinic. And don't lay all the
many wonderful gifts for Christ- blame on your husband. Real
mas-none of which he has ever women say no when they feel
delivered..
they're being "pushed" or not
He has- called them -in October properly protected.
promising to send plane tickets so
** *
they could. spend Christmas with
him! None came, of course. Every
DEAR ABBY: When you ggt an
Year he asks them what they want'
for their birthdays. They've told invitation that reads, "Join us for
some Christmas cheer from 6 p.m. to
him, and received nothing.
I have never talked against him 9 p.m.," what is. that supposed to
because. I think it's important for mean? Should you arrive at 6 p.m.
children to respect their father, but and stay until 9? Or does it mean
it's growing more difficult to make, you can arrive anytime after 6 p.m.,
'excuses for him when he keeps but you're not supposed to stay after
disappointing them year.aftenyear. 9 p.m.?
My husband says it means you
His broken promises are breaking
can arrive anywhere between 6 and
their hearts_ And mine, too.
If you print this, he may realize ,9: but that doesn't make any sense
tovirwo-fele
• because if you arrive at 8:55 p.m.,
IN PIECES IN NEW-YORK you certainly wouldn't want to leave"at 9.
Also, what is "Christmas cheer"?
DEAR IN PIECS: Why protect him with excuses? Your A cocktail party with hors d'oeuvres?
children will soon conclude (if Or should you expect enough in the
they haven't already) that their way of refreshments to call it a
father's word doesn't mean meal.? Don't say, "Call the hostess
and/or the host and ask." That
anything.
Facing reality prepares child- would be tacky. Yet it would hielp a
ren-to live in the real world. lot to know in advance what to
•
Though it's heartbreaking now, expect.
While I'm on the subject', when
the pain will diminish when they
learn to expect nothing from someone calls on the phone and
invites you to a party, and you ask,•
their phony father.
"How should I dress?" I always get
a vague answer like,"Oh,jusewear
••*
anything." What is that supposed to
, --Mean?
HOLIDAY SEASON MYSTERIES
- DEAR ABBY: 1 would like to
congratulate that young father of
DEAR MYSTERIES: A 8-to-9.
two who decided to get a vasectomy.
p.m. invitation for 'Christmas
(He's so hard up his grandmother cheer"
means drop in anytime pays his rent and utilities.)
.
between 9 and 9 for a "drink"
He is a real man in my book. I was and snacks-no dinnet.
advised by my doctor not to have
And when you're told to wear
any more children. We have three, "just anything," it means gentleand we're saving up for me to have men Should wear jackets
and
an operation that will cost twice as ties and the ladies should dress
much as a vasectomy for 'My up a.little, but it's not
necessary,hamband. He won't even discuss it, to go to the vault for,the family
antirthe doctor says not to push him. jewels.
How about all ,the times I'm
•
-• ••
"pusKed" to have sex when I'm
afraid my birth control might not
4Problems? What's-bagging you? Unwork?.
•
I'm getting to resent him endaex.- load on Abb5r, P.O. Boa 38923. Hollywood, ('alif. 90039.'For.. personal
env
my
haveg i rls
a wm
fr i dilemm
b
reply, please enclose a stamped. .elf.
husband
v s
address.emrelope)
bed

-

of

Thanks

C
6. H

JOBS
to lo
*elle
in
r f
packet
postai
to: Ii
terprit
Dyke
4202.5
LOCA
taking
full
sales
- older,
neces:
Tra n
quire(
porti
stru.c
person
Murr
Tues.
10a.m.

5. Lost and Found

222 S. 12th
753-5865

753-9.
260

Card

Card Of Thanks
We the family of
Agnes Maier wish
to exprfss our
sincere thanks and
appreciation to all
friends & neighbors
for all their expressiting if syrrinathy.
A special thanks to
Dr.
.John
C.
Querteirious sT his
nurses,';
the.
paramedics, _Tom
and
Mar,ilyn
Walker and their
staff at J.H. Churchill.
Also, to
Brother
L. E.
Moore and Grover
Lovett.
God bless you all.

Jim Suitor & Jeory
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
--PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

3

Notice

POUND ring in K-Marf
parking lot. Call 4988312 -after 4:30p.m. Must
describe ring and pay
for ad.
LOST gold solitare
,diamond ring in downtown Murray area.
Reward' offered. Days
762-5113, night 436-2778.
6

V

S 711

Pr

Help Wanted

v-

MECHANIC TRAINEES
Several fields available
•

Guaranteed job plaoement if you meet our
qualifications. Excellent
training program Good
benefits. Up to 34-yearold high school diploma
graduates 'willing to
relocate. Call Navy toll'
free, Mon-Thur. Sam-3
pm, 1-800-238-5580

eu
(an(

perrr
pos.'
lea -

" AIRCRAFT
MECHANICS
ELECTRONICS
TRAINEES
No experience required
17-34-years old, high

school

diploma

graduates Relocation
required Call Navy toll.
free. Mon-Thur. 8 am -3
pm, 1-800-238 5580
2 JOBS available In the

Calloway County
J.T.P.A. out of school
program. Call 753-9378
weekday mornings. You
may qualify if: (1) you
'are unemployed, 2
you do not have GED or
high school diploma. (3)
you arebetween 16 & 22
years old. EOE.
ARTIST'S models.
Temporary, part-time,
$5 per -hour. Experience
& artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1985.
Contact Art department, Murray State
University. 762-3784.
EOE/MF.
MINH start! Texas
Refinery Corp. offers
opportunity for high
income plus cash
bonuses and fringe benefits in Murray area.
Regardless of past experience or training,
write H.G. Seame-Pres.,
Box 711,-Ft. Jarth TX
76101.

Sales
Outside
Sales

9. Sit(
WWI
moths:
,
child sit
W7a7
my hc
Have
759-4803
WILL
babysil
4866 afti
'4ILL

nig. 7 3

lerencet
Witra

and ba
refer
492-8360.

WIEC7
ing. 7
Depei
ferences

SI

2
Jan

Go For IL
cA major international
Manufacturer
and
iistritnitor Is seeking a
hard working ambitions
person to develop ails
established territory

Where?
Local territory-No over
night travel

Type of
Accounts?
Manufacturers, truck
fleets, and -garages,
sr-hoots, hospitals, Industry and many others

Products?
Industrial' chemicals,
fastners. tools, key
machines, security items
and much more
„

Compensation?
I /raw during transition
period a high commission
excellent fringe benefits.
an on-going traininF pro•
gram added to above
would provide a rewarding career for the per,:on who: Goes for it.

If il
pumi
or e

hove
Call
licen
year
Ansv
prey

If you (Go For It) please
give me a call. For a con •
fidential interview:

MIKE

RYAN
Mon.. I p.m.-9 p.m.
Tues., 9 a.m,9 p.m.
502-443-7521
rr, qi4Al )pportuftitir Vrpplo‘er
Ml..

MERCPRY

outboard

mechanic wanted. Experience required. Excellent pay & .ben
Call 901-584-7880.
WANTED for hire*
experienced pulling
team (either mules or
horses) needed to work
on 46 acre timber tract.

Lodging on site. available. Start' Immediately
Pay negotiable Call
753-0338 or details.

KEA
COM
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
6. Help Wanted

15. Articles for Sale
24. Miscellaneous
27. Mobile trarnes,for Sale
32. Apts for Rent
47. Motorcycles
50. Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
new Bentley
JOBS available! Money
$25
rick
A
for
2
oak
BEDRO
1
&
9
7
OM
7
2
35mm
camera. $50. Call
apt.
BR 1 4 x 6 5
to loan. Businesses
hickory firewood. Call American Pride mobile
Newly remodeled. TWO 1984 Yamaha 3 1977 FORD pick-up.
vailable with little or 753-9642 after 6p.m.
Professional
474-2329.
home. Has central heat Lease & deposit. No wheelers, 225CC. Ex- $1675. Call 753-5121.
investment. Write DUNK beds, nearly
& air, stove & re- pets, 6185. 8th & Chest- cellent condition. Will 1978 FORD F-150. 6 cy..
Stump
r free information* new, with bedspreads & POUR gold
Removal
sell cheap. Call 753-1904.
automatic. Call after
nuggef f rigera t or , nice nut. Call 753-8512.
packet. Send $1.00 for sheets. Call 753-0864.
wheels to fit a 5 lug awnings, nice carpet, 2 BR Olive St. 1 BR
6p.m.4362834.
Service
near
postage and handling DEXTER entrance Chevy: 4-14" radial
1978 INTERNATTONAL
well insulated, storm
MU. Adults, no pets, 48. Auto Services
to: Montgomery En- locks-values to 665.31- tires. Call 759-1491.
Call
474-2774
Free
conventio
Estimate
windows
nal
350
cums
lease
& undrpinnied
& :deposit. Call
terprises • 1107 Box 202 on sale $30.00 ea. Mid1964 CHEVROLET 3/4 mens engine, recent
kEROSENE heaters; Located in 'Fox 753-9208 after 4p.m.
759-1983
474-274
or
1
Dyke Road Benton, KY. South Wholesale; 342
ton truck, has 1978 350 overhaul. 1975 Fruehuf
BR apt., washer,
East Washington; 7200 BTU $44.99, 9500 Meadows Trailer Ct.
42025.
engine,
new
brakes,
42'
reefer,
BTU
ribbed
For
S49.99, 12,300 BTU
more information dryer, stave, refrigeraLOCAL company now Paris; 642-2552.
good tires $800. 3-speed aluminum-, floor, kern-- APPLIANCE
SEWING Machine Re
call 759-1983.
$59,99. Wallin Hard
tor, lease & deposit. 1413 Chevisslet
"SERVICE. Kenmore, pair All makes and
-AR thickness
taking applications for IRREGUL
tranimission lite walls. 436-2837
• Westin
ware, Paris, Tn.
1983 BUCCANEER Hillwood Dr. Call after
'ghou.
full & some part-time Blandex- 4'x8' sheets
se,
$50. 350 & 44104411M
EDUCE, 1980
14x70, 3 BR, 11/2 bath, 4p.m. 759-1059.
1 9 8 0 Whirlpool. 22 years models. Industrial,
sales positions. 18 yrs. & $3.00 ea. Mid-South 'AK & hickory firewood.
transmissions $100.
home and commercial_
-BR duplex, 411 N. 5th. Complete 1964 Willys Chevrolet' 1 ton truck. experience. Parts and
older, no experience "Wholesale; 342 East You haul, $20 a rick. Call 21 acres, near the lake.
yrs. experience. All
Call 436-2972 during the
1 room efficiency apt., Jeep RunYiling Gear P.S. PB. new rebuilt service. Bobby Hopper, 38
necessary, will train. Washington; Paris; 642- 437-4829.
work guaranteed ,Ken1803 College Farm Rd., $500. 1972 Ford truck motor. 4 speed.' 5th Bob's Appliance Ser
OAX & hickory day.
Transportation re- 2552
neth Barnhill,- 753-2674,
wheel hook-up, and 2 ft
Murray. Call 492-8225.
firewood, $25 a rick 1 9 8 4 BUCCANEER
quired. Excellent opvice, 202 S. 5th St. Stella, Ky
bed $75, rear end $50
metal grain sides Good
14x70,
srp-up
kitchen,
delivered.
BR,
.
living
Call nights
po r t
room. Body parts & rear ends condition
Business 753-4872, 436it ies & pay
. Phone 753,
wet bar, ceiling fan, 2 kitchen, utility, bath, for 1971 & 2 Impala.
436-2778.
structure. Apply in
5848 (home).
1972 0789.
•
BR,
2
full
baths,
central
carpete
d, ac, re- & 3 Chevelles, 1973 Ford
person at Holiday Inn.
PANELING sale! This
THOMAS ELECTRONIC
1980 VW pick-up with APPLIANCE REPAIR
heat & air, dishwasher. frigerator, stove, oven, truck, 1974 LeManns
Murray, room 111,
week only- $3.75 and up
Factory authorized for
, topper.
$2750
refrigera
Call
753tor
"
with
SATELLITE SERVICE
ice
dishwashe
Tues. Jan. 15th. hours
r & garbage 1977 Impala, 1963
while supply lasts. Mid Tappan. Kelvinator and
0643.
Desks, files, chairs,
10a.m.•5p.m
South Wholesale,' 342 maker, underpinned, disposal furnished. $250 Chevrolet truck. Heads
REPAIR & SALE
Brown. Service on gas
furnished or un- a month, $250 deposit, 1 for Chevrolet engines:
East Washington;
folding tables, etc.
and electric ranges.
Hwy 94 at Lynnwille By
furnished. Lived in only
53.
Services
yr.
lease. Call 753-3865 283, 306, 327. 350, 400
Offered
Paris; 642-25.52.
.microwavel, dis
$1.150 ond up
4'months. Call 753-9644.
or 753-4974.
396, 454, $60 pair. GM
ft washers, re
SEASONED firewood
1984 INDIES 14)(64. 2 NEW 1 BR log duplex, 3 radiators $35. 15" & 16"
502-382-2823
frigerators, etc. Earl
oak, hickory, mixed
Aluminum and Vinyl
BR, partially furnished, milep E. of • town. En- 5-lug Ford truck wheels
Lovett,
354-6956
or
753
hardwoods $30/rick china cabinets,
siding and Aluminum
ceiling ergy efficient. No pets. $35 set. 1968 Camaro
THWEATTS Alterna
5341_
delivered. Min. order 2 fan,
trim for all houses. It
underpinning '8! Call 753-8848 before fenders $40, doors $50.
ricks.
DILL Electric is now tor, Generator & Starter
Call John Boyer front porch.
10
stops
pointing.
Excellent
Want to buy winch. Call.
Jefferson
S7
753-0338.
rewinding electric Service (rebuilt 8; re condition. Call 759-1322
ELY furnistied 1 BR 753-0307 after 6p.m.
Paducah, Ky.
Paired) Route 01, Almo,'
Jack Glover
motors Call 753-9104
SEASONED & half after 4p.rn 753-3557.
apartment. Inquire at
KY, 4 2 0 2 0
442-4302
Shop
seasoned oak firewood MOVING. 12x69
753-1873
trailer 100 S. 13th St.
5021753 8742
for sale. Minimum_ or- in Fox Meadows,
has SUBSIDIZED 1 BR
Alumin
um
WET BASEMENT? We
49. Used Cars
der, 7 ricks. Call 436- carpel_ drapes
& apts. available on 2nd
. make wet basements
19. Farm Equipment
Service Co.
2587.
washer, furnished or floor of South
Side 1989 CAMARO. ,New FENCE sales at Sears
• Work comptetety
Aluminum and vinyl
part-time income.. SEASONED oak unfurnished. Reasona- 'Manor. Call 753-8221 paint, 'good interior; now. Call Sears 753 2310
v.
guaranteed
Call or
firewood. Also will do bly priced. Call 753-9672.
siding. Custom trim
for
Major
good
free
building
steel
mechanica
estimate
lly.
for
$2,
from
9
to
12. Equal
Ker.write Morgan Con
work. References.
company is seeking a tree trimming, remov
TOWNHOUSE 12x70, 2 Housing Opportunity.
000 or best offer. Call your needs.
structran Co. Rt. 2, Box
6- ,
1 •rnColl Will Ed Bailey,
part-time dealer in your in.g, and shaping BR, 1. bath, refrigera- TAKING' applicati
GENERAL HOME
ons 498-8716,,
409A,
a h, ,'Karea to sell our pre- shrubbery. Call tor, stove, disposal, for Section -8. Rent 1972 TOYOTA Land REPAIR. 15 years ex
Ouenings in
753-0689
42001 or call 1-442-702/r engineered steel 753-5476.
central
air
&
Cruiser
gas
heat,
station
perience
wagon,
.
Carpentr
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
y,
tne disp,av and meibuildings and related SHOWTIME Movie cathedral ceiling, un- BR. Apply Hilldale excellent, 4 wheel drive. concrete, plumbing, SHOLAR Plumbing & WILL haul white rock,
chanci,irg departproducts. Refundable Rental; located in Bob's derpinning & other ex- Apts.. Hardin,
Electric. Call 437 4740. - sand, lime, riP rap and
Call
753-4340
roofing,
anytime.
siding NO JOB
Ky.
masonary . sand, coal.
deposit required. Call Comic Shop, 100-A N. tras included. Priced to Equal Housi
:mera;• Tnese are
TO
1973
ocp-ta
STINGRA
b specialist; dirt,
SMALL. Free es
Y Corvette
ng
,
gravel, fill -land 6th
St.
Mike
sell.
King
1-800-624Call
at
753-6421.
ceiling
convertib
timates.
"tans, electrical, Call
le, white on
Opportunity.
Days 753 6973,
permanent fjli tine
Roger Hudson,
5784 for details.
SOLID Railroad Ties, S6
white, pa, pb, new tires, nights 474 2276.
plumbing- fencing. You 753
TWO
2
BR
apts.
fur4545 or 753 6763.
with
and up. 753-2905 or
name .if, I do it. You
$7,850. Call 753-5875.
GUTTERI
nished,
NG
.$200
per
by
month
Scars.
20..
Sports
Equipment
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
435-4343 or 435-4319
ac1% arcbuy, I install. You
plus utilities and de- 1974 DODGE Van, Sears 'continuous gut
MINI 14 government USED gymnatic tram- 2 BEDROOM trailer, posit. No more than 2 customized new eagle ters installed for your break, I .fix Call 436
PAINTING
•n; opp,)rtunlies
model .223 rifle, two poline. Very good con
gas heat, in Hardin. Call
G.T.'s, chrome wheels. specifications. Call 2868.
Call
753-4494.
of f er factory
clips, 100 rounds, new dition. Call Murray 759-1417.
NTED: female Runs good, needs some Sears 753 2310 .for free ROOFING, Plumbing.
-aining and many condition, reasonable Middle School 753-5125.
Siding, Additions,
BR 10x40 mobile
roomate to share fur- body work. $2000 firm. estimate.
but
firm
price.
436-5806
t-,eflefs.
home, $85 a month. nished s home. Re- 753-7300.
Painting, General Car
We.. are
INTERIOR
25. Business Services
Phone 489-2595.
pentry: PA Molony Co
asonable expenses. Call 1976 CUTLAS-S
EXTERIOR
: art of a al ge na24. Miscellaneous
BAILEY'S FARM
Supreme, red with white
753 8628 . Free
2 OR 3 BR. furnished, 759-4011.
PAINTING
' ina cof Urn MUs! .1x10 CHANEL
inte.rior. ,Call after
Estimates.
Rustic
AC/natural gas Shady'
LUMBER
MIKE HODGE'S
a:7i! ar)re for fr-- 'cedar siding, $24 per
6p.m.• 435-4354
Oaks 753-5209.
ROOF
I N G , siding
33. Rooms for Rent
WALLPAPERING
For all your
hundred. Kashway
TAX SERVICE
1077 BT-10 DATSUN.
plumbing, concrete
Bldg. Mat., 3 mi. N. of
out building needs
FT:RNISFIED room for Good condition, $600
Enrolled To Practice
work, flat roof, ad
JIM DAY
•
Benton OR hwy. 641
girl, 1;2 block from Call 753-6538.
7591099
Before The IRS. Bachelor
'30. Business Rentals
.
. ditions. Phone 759-1219,
527-1486. '
-d r
campus,
utilities
paid.
Corner
PAINTING
of Industrial Rd
Degree in Accounting at
1977 ThATSUN 280-Z.
Murray,Calloway Co. EXcellent conditio
1x12. 03 SWELVING.
We ore in our
Murray Stale. 8 years of
n.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. Call 436-2968.
Ideal for cabinets, trim.
753-3716
new
office
in the
experience preparing InMini
'HAROLD'S Tree Ser
753-8146.
tader boxes, $35 per
*FREE ESTIMATES•
Carter Bldg. beside
1977 FIAT, $300. Call vice. Topping, cutting,
dividual, Business, Partnerhundred. Kashway
Warehouse
ROOMS for college between Ila.m. &
Montogermy
8p.m. trimming, etc. Also,
ship. and Corporate
Bldg. Mat. 3 mi. N. of
women, near campus. 753-8950.
Ward.
Storage Space
clean-up work, shrubb
5 7.Wanted
returns-. Low,- rates;
9 Situation Wanted . Benton on hwy. 641,
Single occupancy, Kit753 8298
ery & over grown areas.
hundreds of satisfied
chen & utilities fur. Delivery
WOOD. any type. up to
For
Rent
MOTHER wants to be 527-1466
CARTER STUDIO
Fast, dependable serclients. Now preparing
available.
nished. $400 per seme4' long & 12- diaTileTer. 4,
1975 Cadillac De
mothers- helper, will
vice.
30C MAIN ST SUITE 8
Insured.
753-14
For
free
92
returns
ster.
day or night call
Call 753-6783.
11,
!
0 149 Copier with
rni. S. of Murray on 641,
child sit. Call 759-1452.
Ville, 4 door, new
estimates call 437-4607
1 North 3rd Entrance
special copy paper.
759-1425
ROOM near campus.
753-9251.
for
an
WILL do babysitting in Great
paint,
excellen
t
INSULATI
ON
blown
in
3,000 SQ. ft. retail or Boy only. Call 753-5561.
for personal use
appointment
my home any shift. or
motor, 76,000 miles.
by Sears. TVA ap
office space available. SLEEPING room, resmall office. $125.
Have references. Call
proved. Save on those
$2,200.
Call 753-3862 after 7p.m.
Call
753-1206 between 9a.m.frigerat
or
in
hall.
759-480:3
nigh heating and cool
27. Mobile Homes for'Sale
5pm.
753-5281 after 6
Private entrance, $90
I L L do evening ACRYLIC
31. Want to Rent
ing bills. Call Sears
per
month.
latex
Zimmerm
caulk12x65
an
BEDROO
2
M, 2
babysitting. pall 759- 15
753 • 2310 for free
yr-. ---eravanty- reg. acres & barn. 1 -- mile MSU professor di family Apt. S. 16th. 753-6609.
•::USTOIVI KITCHEN CABINETS
4886 after 5p:m.
$1.32. On sale $.99 ea. north of Murray. Call seeking nice 4 BR. 2
1977 Grand Prix. blue estimate.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
\STU. do 'house clean- Mid-South
Bath_ (or larger, home
Wholesale; 753.4588 or 753-7937.
with T-top, automatic, JACKS Plumbing Rep
ing. 7 years experience. 342 East
34. Houses- for Renr
Call
air.
759-9335.
rent.
for
753-4173
Call
ps,
pb,
Washingt
ac.
1
on;
owner
14x70 WINSTON 2 BR, 2
--p- -d able
Re- Paris; 642-2552.
•
JOINER'S Tree_ Ser
2 BR, 2 bath, partially $1200. Call 753-6421
bath, 12x20 added on
ferences. Call 474-2292.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS 8.
\I F
CAR batteries 36 mos. den. Kitchen has all • 32 Apts for Rent
•
furnished house. No 1977 VOLKSWAGON vice. 30 years ex
WILL do house cleaning guarantee. 22, 24. 72, 74
RAISED PANEL DOORS
wood cabinets, double 1 BR furnished apt. pets. $200 per month Rabbit. Good condition. perience. Also bucket
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
and babysitting. Have series, $27.99
exchange. oven, counter top range. Partial utilities paid. No plus deposit. Re- Call 753-9260 after truck for hire. Call
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
references. Call 60 mos. guarant
753-0366.
KITCHEN
CABINET
ee. House beautifully de- pets. 'girls, or couples ferences required. Call 5:30p.m.
TOPS • VANITIES
49241360.
$37.99 exchange. Heavy corated, brick founda- preferred. Call 753-9741.
a CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE& FURNITURE REC-INISHING •
753-9213.
1979- MA7:DA GLC 2 dr
WILL do office clean- duty 27 series, 60
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & Sara Our Display •
mos. tion. on 1,2 acre lot 1 BR, furnished apt. 2 BR, low utilities, HB, SPECIAL EDIing. 7 years experience
•
guarantee. $39.99 exnear Hardin. Must see Hwy. 121 N. next to stave, refrigerator. ac. TION. 5-sp, ac, cruise,
• 1212. Main Murray, Ky.
Dependable. Re- change. Wallin Hard- to appreciate
753-5940•
.
am
Call
-fm.
fairgroun
washer
437Call
&
ds.
No
15
759-9246
Years
pets.
Experienc
dryer
fure,
ferences., Call 474-2292.
ware, Paris, Tn.
.
S ••••••••••••••.,0 9••
4606.
Call 753-3139.
nished. Deposit re- leave message with
References, Free
quired. Available' Feb. service.
Estimates
1st. Call 759-1251.
1980 BLTItK Regal
Limited.
8
BEDROO
white;go
M
ld,
house
in
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
tilt, cruise, plush seats.
Murray. Call 753-5561.
Gold
Silver
air. Call
3. BR brick, • appliances p.s.,
Closed
JOYCE Noel Tax Ser
Closed
furnished, lease & de- 753-1412 until 6p.m.
Yesterday 305.30
1980 HONDA Civic. vice. Short forms still
posit. Call 753-8512.
Yesterday
6.16
Excel. cond • 4-sp. $7.50, long forms " $15
Opened
stereo, MPG 35. Call and up (includes
Today
302.75
TodaY
SMALL house, living days 753-3231
6.01
ext. 304, Federal & State) In
room, kitchen, bed- nights 753-8805.
Down
2.55
Down
.15
home service for
room, bath. 3171/2Compliments of:
19-81 MONTE Carlo - elderly or shut-ins. Cali
north 7th Murray. Call
burgundy, 52.000 miles. 489-2440'between 8a.m
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
885-7436.
PB, PS, air, cruise, tilt, Bp.m. for appeintmen*
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA
UNFURNISHED, 4 BR AM-FM radio.. One
ow- or information.
753 7113
brick, 2 bath, central ner. $5900, Call 247-4170.
LEE'S CARPET
We buy Gold Silver & Diamond..
heat.
Reference
gas
s & 1983 CHRYSLER La CLEANING. For all
Hours. 10 8 Doily. 12 5 Sunday
deposit required. $450 Baron converti
ble. your carpet. & upholst
per month. Call mark cross leather ery cleaning. For a free
753-11835.
interior, ac, windows, estimate call 753-5827
seats, pa, pb, am-fm Satisfied references. 17. Livestock-Supplies
cassette, tan. Financing LICENSED Etectrician• TTSCUE hay for sale. available. Call 753-9240.
for residential and
Square bales $1 each. 1983 REGAL and 198.1 commercial. Heating
Call 492-8659,
Cutlass. Must sell. ,Call and air condition, gas
Free With_Purchase
753-0729.
installation and repair.
38. Pets -Supplies
Of Any Model,Guitar
79 MONTE Carlo. both Phone 753 7203.
(aip This Ad From The Paper
DOG obedience & engine & body in exoel- NEED work on your
Lessons
, With Professional
boarding inside covered lent condition. • good trees? Topping, prun
And Save For A Handy Reference)
runs. AKC German tires, am-fm radio, rear ing, shaping, complete
Teacher (Private or Class)
Shepherd and AKC defog. Asking $4100 will removal and more Call
Study Books &
-Australian Cattle Dogs, take best offer. Call BOVER'S TREE
753-9642 after 6p.m.
436-2858.
SERVICE for Pro
Materials Provided
WOULD like to find a DASHER. good condi- fessional tree care
For Information Call
Siamese kitten. Call tion, Will take best 753 0338.
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
offer Call 759-1259
after 6p m. 753-1701.

nRAND

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

:

OFFICE
FURNITURE

MEN &
WOMEN
To Start
Plus
Production
Bonus
-ibultng

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016

nIG

eaduc

people.
WA

ie

ol
78

°maws

-P.rn•

37
3r

22

e,
!.e

to
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ROOFING!

5.
t-

I.

IS

Suntanna
Sun Tan Studio

-s

1.

c-

)11110111/111111111011111016/1/4

436-2999

After ChristmQs
Guitar Special I

Opened

By Appointment
2 Miles East Of Kirksey
On Hwy. 464
Jannie Alexander 489-2694

al

Real Student Guitar

$5995

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

911

TROUBLES
If its with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Coll John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Msniptalloway
CosotyHosoital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Sqsad

753-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Ahmanson sad Vinyl
Silting, Cistern trim
wort. Itsforences.
Cell Will Ed. Begley,
75.1-0689.

Police
911

Birds, Hamsters,
Tropical Fish &
Supplies.

PET PEN
1101 Story Ave.
'739-1322

"CHIM-CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
43

CM to. I Fro. Estinlato
ChasOly Wog* dood
COOOPICY CLEANING
Pt

S

-Newts
••• Abe., 0.
••••••••••••••••

'

7

Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use our convent
service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment

Elm Gorkaret Ilmark load tor
Her desdra kw solos wild kw
Irlse la Mammy ow/ Caller.rey
.
County MI Orastma.

s•

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Poison

Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.

Upholstery Cleaning
753-5027

Used

Trucks

1968 EL-Camino. Local
car, perfect
mechanically, 81,000
actual miles Call 7591963 after 6p.m.
1973 FORD pick-up
F-100. Call 437-4703.

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning.

Free Estimates
753-7217

CHUCK'S
MUSIC CENTER!
oil;Main, Murray 7533682

I

"V%

Real Estate

nANK

a

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIG INC.

50

Control
753-7588

of Murray & Fm
H.A repossessed properties. Other listings.
Murray-Calloway. Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894
FOR sale. by owner.
vacant lot & rental
property across from
Murray Fire Dept. on
Poplar. ('all-753.9251.
TO buy or sell your
property- contact Wilson
Realty. 302 N 12th St.
753-3263
46

A Pair (Including Straight Legs)
We Also Have One Of The Areas Largest
Selections Of Leather Coats

Homes for Sale

BR Itekk, -large kite he ri dining, great
room/fireplace; 2 bath,
double garage
workshop, acre lot 1
mile north of Murray
Priced to sell! Call
759-4588 or 753.7837
47

$1 399

Motorcycles

1984 YAMAHOPPER
moped, low mileage. in
excellent shape Asking
$349. Call 753-9642 after
tip ni

Now

11 /3

Off

1200 Pair Of Boots On Display NOW ON SALE

Vernons Western Wear
Gold & Silver
753-71 1 3
Custom Jewelers Olympic Plaza
'rk
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OBITUARIES

Woman charged with forgery

B.H. Malone John R. Linn dies at home 'Robert Ross' Don Wright's
John R. Linn. 50, 569 Lathum., Net Davis,
dies;'father Mayfield
funeral held services held,
Highway, Ben- Bob , Cone. Bill Jones,
ton. died Saturday at Jr., John Rizik, Larry
Murray man 6:45
Sunday Little Chapel.
p.m. at his home.
Spears and Jack Lyles. here

• v-

A 30-day investigation Calloway County charged with nine
into the passing of Sheriff's Department, counts of forgery sgveral forged checks in which reportedly inter- second,degree.
the Calloway County viewed seVeral persons
area concluded Friday and reviewed hanThe investigation
Services for *Donald S. night with the
A former owner of the
Burial will follow in
Byron Houston
Services for Robert B.
arrest of drwriting samples dur- focused on the Murray
Wright
were
held
SunLinn
Funeral
Home.
Haltom
the
Cemetery.
Malone, Columbus.
KaDonna Woodall, 19, of ing the TriV.estigation. area, while officials also
Ross were Sunday at 2
Masonic rites will be p.m. in the chapel of the day-at 2 p.m. in'the Lit- Route 2. Fredonia.
Miss., father of Dr. Bob- Benton, he was a
The process led to the reported incidents in
by G. Malone, Rt. 7, graduate of Benton High conducted tonight(Mon- Blalock -Coleman tle Chapel of the West
The investigation was identification of Paris, Tenn. and
Kentuck
y
Wrather conducted by the
Murray, died Friday at School, -attended Mur- day) at 7:30 p.m. at the Funeral Home...
Woodall. who was Paducah.
_
ray State University, Linn-Vasseur Funeral
a hospital there.
The Rev. James 'Museum, Murray • State
University
.
John Dale
He was a retired and graduated from the Home, Benton. where Fulton officiated. Music
Cincinnati College of friends may call until was by the Choir of the officiated with Mrs.
electrician.
the funeral hour.
-Survivors are his Embalming.
Oak Grove Curfiberland Oneida White aa pianist.
Presentations 'at the
He
was
past
a
The
family
requests
wife. Mrs. Linnie
Presbyterian Church
Hankins Malone; one member of the Board of that expressions of sym- with Roy Gene Dunn, services included the
daughter. Mrs. Ralph Directors of the West pathy be in the form of director, Margaret
Youngblood, Columbtin; Kentucky Funeral donations to the Cavitt. organist, and
three sons. Dr. Byron Directors Association, a Diabetes- or Cancer • Cecelia Dunn, pianist.
Dave's Garage, said no injuries occur- a nnroxi mately
Malone. Jackson, Miss.. former member of the Funcia.Pallbearers were
7 p.m.
located eight miles red and no one was F;
Dr. —Jerry Malone. Kentucky State Board of
.Donald Wendt, Larry
1:iday evening.- The
south of Murray on Ken- working in the garage at home and cOntents
Arkadelphia, Ark., and Funeral Directors and
Garrett, Gale Counts,
were
tucky 121, was the time of the fire.
Dr. Bobby G. Malone Embalmers, and had
Dennis Tidwell, Larry
completely destroyed.
destroyed by fire at apIn addition, the Fire- according to reports
and his wife. Sue. served as president of
Smith and Bonnell
the both the West Kenproximately 6 p.m. Rescue Squad was call- from
Murray.
Taylor.
the squad
Sunday.
•
Also surviving are tucky and the Kentucky
ed to a fire in
Burial was in the Mt.
Ten men With three
The garage was a Backusburg on Sunday trucks
four sisters, Mrs. Irene FDA.
Carmel Cemetery in
from the Fire- Mr. Linn was a
total loss, 'but -three at approximately 8:30 Rescue
Hood. Mrs. Joycek
Calloway County.
Squad answered
trucks Were removed p.m., The squad was the call. During
House, Mrs. Beatrice member of the New
Mr. Ross, 57, St.
the fire
before they were burn- later called back to the the men kept
Simmons and Mrs. Bar-, Bethel Baptist Church
Louis,
Mo.,
formerly
of
adjoining
Dale
Baker,
Rt.
64,
1,
ed, according to Eddie station after the homes and
-bara Mabry. and one and of the Rizpah Shrine Sedalia._,T
buildings
ri-City corn- Calloway County, died
Stone of the Calloway residents reported the hosed down
brother..A.E. Simmons, Temple of Madisonville,;
Thursday
at
12:42 p.m.
to
prevent
munity)
,
.
died
Sunday
at
member and past
County Fire-Rescue flue fire had been fire from
all of Hamilton. Miss. at the Audrain Medical
spreading.
1
a.m.
at
Lourdes
patron
of Benton
Squad.
,
Funeral rites were
Center, Mexico, Mo.extinguished.
Yqung and his three
Hospital, Paducah. ,
Three trucks and la
held Sunday at 3:30 p.m. Chapter No.205 Order of
He
is
The mobile .home of children were not afsurvived
by
his
An
insure
nce
'men fromr the squad Ricky Young,
at the Mt. Zion Baptist the Eastern Star, and salesman,
Almo. home at the time of the
he was a trite, Mrs. Mattie Jo
member and past
P.11$Were4 _the.call.Slone -was the scene of a fire at fire, it was reported.
Charch, Columbus.
Kirk
la,
to
,wbQnbe
member
of
Westside
the
Burial was in the master of T.L. Jefferson.
Baptist Church, was maffied on Nov. 24,
church cemetery with Lodge No. 622 Free and
Deaeld Wright
1957; three daughters,
Murray.
arrangements by the • Accepted Masons at
- -Miss Donna Ross'andBorn
July
30,
1920,
in
.Memorial - Funeral Benton.
Miss Laura Jane Ross. Second and Third Black
Born Jan. 19, 1934, in' Illinois, he was the ton St. Louis, and Mrs..Dale Belt Degrees he had
'Home there.
BOBBY WOLFF
Marshall" County, he the-late litigh Baker and (Judy
Counts, St. earned in karate by the
sa the., son of Rozzell Sarah Cromeenes Charles, Mo.; one Master of the Tae Kwan
Hopkins Linn and Ray Baker. One brother. sister, Mrs. Daniel Do F-ederation. His
p.
•Linn who died in May Lawrence Baker, (Maude) Wendt: St. fiancee, Miss Judy
preceded him in death.
"The bird of paradise alights
NORTH
1984.
1-14-A
Wright,
and Mike
He is survivedby his Louis; three
only upon the hind that does not
46 8 7 2
He is survived by his
Young, MSU
grandchildren.
wife,
Mrs.
grasp."
Virginia
W 76 5 4
wife, Mrs. Verenda
Cheerleader, presented
2
— John Berry.
Jean Linn; four Baker; one daughter,
each of the MSU
Mrs. -Rex (Nancy)
4•AKQ76
histaitters
, Miss Terry
cheerleaders with a
Alderdicei and three
scrapbook that Mr.
•
EAST
The funeral for Mrs. Linn, Covington, Miss grandsons,
•A declarer who grasps for over- WEST
John, TimMary
Annette
.
•A Q 105
Linn.
Wright had started for•J 9 3
Nellie Carroll was
tricks
may
well
lose
something
my and Tommy Alder•10 9 3 2
-Saturday at 2 p.m. in the Mrs. Bill (Sissel) Jones dice,
much more important. The extra 11.1
Virgil E. Ross. 86, Rt.. eackof them prior to his
Rt. 1, Sedalia;-one
•Q J 10 7 4,
and
Miss
Kimberly
•1(5135
Gail
death.
chapel of the Byrn
.
30
points
may
9,
Benton,
cost
a
died
vulnerable
Sunday
stster, Mrs. Leroy
+852
+93
Pallbear
Fun-eral Home,. Linn, all of Befiton;-,one
ers
were
game
and
rubber.
(Gra_c_e.). Barger, at 9:45 a.m. at the
.Tung Dinh, Steve FairMayfield. The Rev. Ken- son, John Stephen Linn, Metropolis
-South
Western
won
his
Baptist
SOUTH
diamond
ace.
, Ill.; several
neth Newsome and the and one grandson, nieces
ruffed a diamond in dummy and
Hospital, Paducah. He child,.Frank Joly,-Lee
• 64
and nephews.
Stephen
Elias
Linn,
Jackson, Mike Young
Rev. Charles lackson
led
was
94K Q 8
a trump to his ace. He ruffed
a
retired
carpenter.
The
funeral
will
he
Kirksey.
officiated.
•A 6 3
Born-Feb. 14, 1898, in and-Joe West.
his last diamond in dummy and ledTuesday
at
2:30
p.m.
'liHis mother, Mrs. Ray
The body has been
Burial was in Bazzell
4J 104
another trump to his king, West disthe chapel of the J.H. Calloway County, he
Cemetery in Calloway (Rozzell) Linn,
transferre
d to the Jolley
was the son of the late
carding the deuce of clubs.
Churchil
l
Funeral
Paducah, survives,
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South.
county.
Robert :.Ross and' *An. Memorial Chapel,
.South tried three rounds of clubs,
Holne: •
The
bidding:
Mrs. Carroll, 79, Rt. 6, along with two sisters.
Salisbury,
Md.,
with
hoping East would follow. Had
Burial will follow in zonette Jones Ross.
burial to be in a
Mayfield, died Thurs- Mrs. Steadman (Kay)- the Highland
His
wife,
Mrs.
South
Lela
West
East
held
three
North
clubs, dummy's
East
Park
day at 12:45 p.m. at her Baker and Mrs. Stephen Cemetery,
Elizabeth Roas, and one cemetery there.
fourth club Would force East to ruff 1 NT
Mayfield.
Pass
2+
-Pass
(Sandra) Ford, both of
home.
Mr.
Wright,. 28, 14
with his' natural 'trump winner 2,
Friends may call at daughter, Mrs. Mary
Pass • 4•
All pas
Her husband, Cletus Paducah.
Catherine Butsky, Green Acres Trailer
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